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ANT A FE NEW
SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1907.

VOL. 43.
MEETING

SHORT SESSION
E

Council and House
Dispose of Regular Business.
BILL

TO

JATPULLH1S

And Tourist Cars in New
Mexico Committee on
County Lines Named

Councilman Jacobo Chaves did not
attend the Council session thin forenoon. He went to Lamy to meet Hon.
Solomon Luna who was an Incoming
passenger from the south on Number
ten.

h

Thirty-sevent-

One-hal-

one-hal-

SANITARY

1

BAZAAR

FIVE KILLED

I

WRECK

IN

SUCCESS

Will Be Modern and Com

modiousLegislature

-

11 to 0.

House

Joint

Resolution

Number

Thuee, providing for a vest pocket edition of the official Toster of the Territorial officials and legislators, etc.,
was taken up and read In full by Chief

Clerk Martin.
Mr. Dalles then moved that tht
rules be suspended and the resolution
be read a second time. Other members then interposed objections say- ing that the resolution was not properly drawn. 'President Spiess thereupon referred the, resolution to the
Judiciary Committee to Teport upon
Its form.
Upon motion of Mr. Murray the
Council then adjourned
until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.
THE HOUSE.
Seventh Day Morning Session.
Pursuant to adjournment the House
was called to order by Speaker Baca
at 10 o'clock this morning. Following, the invocation by the chaplain,
the roll was read by Chief Clerk
Sfcaplln, all responding present except
Mr. Martin. The Journal of the previous day was read in English and
Spanish and upon motion of Mr. Ab
bott of Colfax County, seconded and
carried, was ordered . approved as
read.
MY.
Holt then introduced thes following bills:
House Bill Number Thirteen, an act
entitled an act to amend section 255
Of the Compiled Laws of 1897, rela- -

Ask-

ed For Assistance.

Carpenters began work yesterday
erecting booths in tho entertainment
hall at. Loretto Academy for the bazaar which will be held next week
under the auspices of the Sisters of
Charity. As stated previously the
proceeds will be applied to a fund
being raised for the purpose of build
ing an addition to St. Vincent's Hos
pital and Sanitarium. The Sisters in
McDonald, of Carrizozoi
charge'- of the fair expect to clear
It has been the custom of the
from this source alone about $3,000.
board to have meetings of this kind
Liberal donations are already being
in the Capital biennially during the
received for the bazaar from the
sessions of the Legislative Assembly
merchants and most of these ar
for the purpose of advocating legisticles rf',1)-'-,,
raffled.
Among the
lation favorable to the cattle Intereontrilv' '
ir are an elegant
At the present
ests- of the Territory.
dinner set, a sew
one hundl'fet,
sessions of the organization several
ing machine of the latest pattern, a
measures have been considered for
beautiful parlor chair, two sets of
proposed legislation, the principal one
furs, a hand painted cup and saucer,
of which is for a revision of the law
a carving set and a parlor lamp.
governing estray cattle and horses.
Three
UnsatLaw
and
Popularity Contests for Prizes.
Cumbersome
Estray
In addition to the donations baing
isfactory.
received from the business men of
"The present estray law Is unsatisthe city the Sisters have purchased
factory," Mr. Barnes said In discuss- SWETTENHAW
valuable prizes to be awardseveral
cuma
is
matter.
"It
the
very
ing
MAKES APOLOGY ed in popularity contests.
A cut glass
disof
method
bersome and expensive
bowl has been put up as the
posing of the stray cattle and horses Jamaican Governor Withdraws Let- punch
trophy in a contest, for married womfound on the ranges and few of the
ter He Wrote to Admiral Davis
en in which the competitors are Mrs.
stockmen avail themselves of it. It
Sorry He Sent It.
Grant Riveuburg and Mrs. Roman L.
takes so long before the finder can
the latter being the wife of the
Baca,
when
and
ncqulre legal possession
London, Jan. 29. The Associated
he does the expenses of advertising Press learns that the international present Speaker of the House of Repvaland fees connected with the various phase of the Kingston Incident has resentatives. The punch bowl is
ued at $50.
officials eat up about all that the ani- been
finally closed by Governor SwetThere will also be a men's contest
mal is worth and there is nothing left tenham
formally withdrawing his let for
the prize will be a gold
for the rightful owner if ho ever ter to Rear Admiral Davis and
turns up. The board feels that this pressing his regret, for having wrftten watr- and chain. It is believed that
the vompetitors In this w,lll be Jose D
law ought to be amended and favors It.
SuSena, clerk of the Territorial
- President Says Forget It.
the enactment of an estray law simi
and Frank Owen, manCourt,
preme
lar to the one in force In Colorado
Washington, Jan. 29. The officials
which is very satisfactory to nil con- at the state department refused to ager of the Santa Fe Water and Light
cerned. Thousands of stray animals discuss the repot that Governor Company.
Another contest will bo for the
are on the ranges in various parts of Swettenham had withdrawn his letter
to all
the Territory. They belong to some to Admiral Davis and apologized young girls. This will be open
to two as
of
limited
instead
being
to
this
but
sys
expensive
owing
body
They pointed out that the Presilent
tem that must be followed few under had taken every !oranh to make it in the other contests. The prize will
doll that can be purowners
who
the
are
take to. find out
known that he regards the Kingston be the prettiest
chased regardless of the price. It
of these strays.
deofficials
so
the
as
closed,
episode
will be placed on exhibition during
"The New Mexico stock laws as cline to comment on it.
bazaar as will also the other
the
It is
a rule are very satisfactory.
Tents.
Grateful for
prlzw.
more a case of enforcing: what we
of
Washington, Jan. 29. Secretary
Sister Fidelis will have personal
have than asking for new laws as far War Taft today received the followThe vari.is the board goes. As I said before ing cable message from Governor charge of the bazaar.
the principal fauK we have to find Swettenham,
dated Kingston, Ja ous committees, to assist have not
A meetand which we are trying to have rec maica: "Most grateful thanks for the yet all been' appointed.
tified Is In the estray law. There are supply of tents which have just ar ing of the women who have vola few other measures under considerrived from Cuba In charge of Captain unteered to assist was held Saturday
ation but they are of only minor im- Battle, U. S. A. Your service is most afternoon and another is called for
Thursday afternoon, when the list of
portance.
highly appreciated."
the committees will be completed.
Live Stock in Excellent Condition.
The general admission to the bazaar
"All kinds of live stock are In
IMPORTING COAL
will be ten cents for adults and five
splendid condition throughout New
Mexico.
Cattle and sheep are in
AUSTRALIA cents for children except on Thursday
FROM
In fact 1
evening when the admittance will be
unusually good shape.
doubt If there has 'been a winter In Shortage of Cars and Present Fuel raised to fifty cents.- A feature of
the entertainment on this evening
twenty years when the live stock genFamine Forces Harriman Lines
iehre party and the enwill be ft
to Adopt Drastic Measures.
erally has wintered as well as this
trance fee is advanced to help defray
winter. There was great anxiety early
in the fall among the stock men lest
Omaha, Neb., Jan. 29. The Harrl the expense incurred in securing
the cold snaps thpn would Injure the man roads are buying their coal in prizes for the affair.
grass but these fears were dispelled Australia and shipping it to the Uni
The hall in which the bazaar is to
as the winter progressed. There is ted States for use In their locomo- be held will be dotted with gayly deconly one part of the Territory where tives. The cost In Australia is $10 a ton orated booths. The national colors
the cattle have not been doing well on docks and this is considerably in will be used in the decorations. To
and that is in the lower end of the creased by the time it reaches San stimulate interest in the event there
Rio Grande Valley. Reports from our Francisco, but so scarce are freight wilt be amusements of various kinds
inspectors there say that the cattle cara and motive power on the Harrl provided and the program will be
are not in as good shape as else- man roads that it is waranted in pay changed nightly. The Loretto Acade
where.
ing this high price rather than take my pupils will probably give a conSpring Demand for Steers Encour- the equipment from its regular traf- cert one evening. Refreshments will
fic and devote it to the Coal hauling be served during the hours in which
aging,
the bazaar is in progress and a Span"Indications point to a good demand business.
In Wyoming the great coal camps ish supper with such delicacies as
for young steers in the spring. At the
convention of the American National of the Union Pacific are at a stand- chill con carne and frijoles will be
Live Stock Association which was still. A fire at the Cumberland mines served on one evening.
held last week in Denver there was prevents work there and No. 1 mine New Building to Have All Possible
a feeling not only among sellers, but at Hock Springs, which formerly proConveniences.
'
among prospective purchasers that duced 1,000 tons dally has been closed
is proposed to have the addition
It
prices of cattle for spring delivery for lack of machinery.
to the hospital and sanitarium two
This railroad is short nearly 2,000
would be at least a dollar per head
f
stories in height and
and
The
field
alone.
higher than last year. There were tons daily from that
brick.
The magnlture of the
built
of
conseveral sales made of New Mexico Importation from Australia will
will
structure
largely upon the
depend
cattle for spring delivery during this tinue until the present famine is over. appropriation to be made by legisla
If you cannot afford tc nay for a meeting in Denver. In all cases the
ture. It will probably cost complete
tally paper, subscribe for the Weekl) prices were above those for the cor- WOOL MARKET
The
Vew Mexican Review and get the
UNUSUALLY
QUIET. between $50,000 and $60,000.
responding time last year.
on the site of
he
erected
will
building
wool
29.
The
Team of the week's doings. It is
Boston, Mass., Jan.
Compiling Monster Brand Book.
the sanitarium which was burned, to
rood paper to send to your friends
"The office force is hard at work market Is quiet with all transactions the
ground ten years ago. The first
now getting out copy for the new of a small size. Present purchases
cash donation to the fund now being
firm.
not
Cattle
of
Territorial
are
the
noticeably
tive to territorial depositories. The brand book
raised to rebuild was a check for
bill was read twice by title and or- Sanitary Board. It will contain 28,000
$100 sent by the Sisters of Loretto,
dered translated, printed and referred brands, every one recorded up to Jan IMPROVEMENTS AT
The need of this addition is very
1.
1907.
of
the
one
BAYARD
been
has
It
FORT
uary
to the committee on banks and bank
urgent on account of the absence of
biggest tasks the board has under
an operating room In the present hosing.
out the copy
taken because
to The New Mexican.
House Bill Number Fourteen, an for this brand getting
Special
pital and the overcrowded condition
an
en
book required
The of the orphanage. According to the
D. C. Jan. 29.
act entitled an act to amend section
Washington.
tire
of the records of
1294, Compiled Laws of 1897, relative
Secretary of War and the Secretary rlans outlined the building will be
the office that the brands might be of
the Treasury have addressed let- strictly modern with elevator service
to combinations and monopolies. The fixed
the
alphabetically throughout
to the House, advocating the and other facilities for the care and
ters
bill was read twice by title and or
Territory instead of by counties as
steel tank comfort of the patients. The operat
building of a
dered translated, printed1 and referred heretofore.
and an addition to the
to the Committee on Judiciary.
ing room will be on the first floor In
Two Conventions at Denver.
officers' buildings at the United connection with which will be ether,
House Bill Number Fifteen, an act
''The convention Just closed of the
entitled an act to amend sections American National Live Stock Asso- States Army sanitarium at Fort Bay- sterilizing, instrument and doctor's
2617 and 2624 Compiled Laws of 1897, ciation was by far the most satisfac ard.
dressing rooms and a surg'cal ward.
It is proposed to have the floor and
regarding fees to be collected by no tory from the standpoint of results
taries public and for other purposes that I ever- attended since the na siastic meeting. New Mexico was well walla of Mosaic tiling or marble to
if
The bill was read twice, ordered tional society was organized ten years represented at both of these conven- make them absolutely
'
funds are available
translated, printed and referred to the ago. The Dry Farming convention tions."
In addition to the surgical depart
Committee on Judiciary.
Board Adjourns Until February.
which followed it was equally as sue
Mr. Hudspeth introduced House Bill cessful and showed that the whole
The headquarters of the Territorial ment there will !be an office, recepNumber Sixteen, entitled an act to West which Is known practically as Cattle Sanitary Board are at East Las tion room, dining room and kitchen
amend section 3902 Complied Laws of the Great American Desert was Inter Vegas but the sessions here took place on the first, floor besides a few pri1897, relative to railroad fare and for ested in the dry farming theory. So at the Palace Hotel. A meeting was vate rooms for patients. On the secother purposes.
The 1)111 was read much interest was evinced and the held last night and another one this ond floor will be a chapel and more
the nest and second time by title and speakers were kept on the floor so morning, after which adjournment private rooms. There will be baths
ordered translated, printed and re- long answering questions that it was waa taken until February 25. Little In connection with all of the dormiferred to the Committee on Railroads, found necessary to hold the conven- was done except a discussion of leg- tory rooms. The half story or third
The House then adjourned until 10 tion one day longer than originally in- islative matters pertaining to the cat- floor will be utilized as the living
o'clock tomorrow morning;,
i
tended. It was really a very enthu- tle interests.
apartments for the nurses.
A meeting of 'the New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board was held yesterday and today in Santa Fe. Captain
E. G. Austen of Las- Vegas presided
and "VVII1 C. Barnes of
Vegas, was
at his post as secretary. The members present were W. Jjl. Jack, of Silver City; Robert Mar(n, of Cuchillo,
C. L. Ballard, of Hosflfell, and W. C.

fs

Sbelburn Falls, N. Y., Jan. 29 In
rear-encollision between an express train and an extra freight on
the Fitchburg division of the Boston
& Maine Railroad at South River tofive railroad employes were
day,
killed and several injured. Several
passengers were also hurt, but none
The rolling stock was
seriously.
badly smashed and traffic greatly de"
layed.
Freight Crashed Into Rear.
The express train was running at a
high rate of speed, when the "stop"
signal whistle was blown and tho ex
press came to a sudden stop. While
the brakeman was endeavoring to
place the signals behind the train, the
freight came along and crashed Into
the rear of the express. The rear car
of tbs express was a "dead head"
coach in which were several employes
and these were the ones killed and
Injured.
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MRS. MANDERFIELD
WAS WELL KNOWN FROM

BE

Palace Hotel Scene Extra Freight Ran Fair Next Week By
Biennial Gather
Sisters of Charity
Into Express
of Santa Fe.
Train.
ing in Capital.

Consultations and conference between officials, members of the Assem
bly and other interested parties some
of them visiting Santa Fe were the
order of the day yesterday and today
and the major topic of discussion, it
is understood, was what the action
NEW LEGISLTIDN ROLLING STOCK DESTROYED
of the Council on the Beach "district DISCUSS
attorney bill" will be. There were
many whisperings and rtete a tetes,
and It is said that the two sides to Want Undesirable Features Accident on Boston and Main
the controversy claim to have a two
of Estray Law Eliminated
Railroad Tied Up
thirds vote in the Council on the bill.
.As this Is not possible, one side or
Talks
Barnes
Traffic.
Secretary
the other must and will be

Short sessions of the Council and
Hon. H. O. Bursnm has, it is very
House marked the'seventh day of the
Legislative Assembly. evident, lost none of his great InfluThe business in band in each House ence In his party's councils. His felwas taken up in regular order and low Republicans still have unquesindisposed of after which adjournment tioned confidence in his personal
was taken until 10 o'cloek tomorrow tegrity and his political wisdom, and
that confidence will be amply vindimorning.
cated in the future as it has been In
THE COUNCIL.
the past. Socorro Chieftain.
Seventh Day Morning Session.
Pursuant to adjournment the CounHon. W. K. Martin's election to the
cil was called to order this monlng
chief clerkship of the Legislative
10
The
at
o'clock by President Spiess.
Council is an apt recognition of fitInvocation was offered by the chaplain ness for the
position and of valuable
and Chief Clerk Martin then read the
party service. Socorro Chieftain.
roll. All responded present except
Mr. Chaves, absent by leave.
Captain A. ,T. Chapman, superintendI'pon motion of Mr. Dalies, second- ent of the National Cemetery near
ed and carried, the reading of the this
city, has issued an invitation to
journal of the previous day was dis- all members of the Legislature and to
ordered
the
and
with
journal
pensed
all visitors and others in the city to
approved.
visit the burying ground of the counrewas
A message from the House
try's veterans at any time. The Naceived announcing that House Joint tional Cemetery has never been in
Resolution Number Two, for a new finer condition, and it is a sight well
election law had passed the House worth the short drive necessary to
and that House Joint Resolution Num- reach it. Captain Chapman has made
ber Three, to provide Legislative many improvements, has placed the
members with a vest pocket roster of grounds in first class shape and the
Assemmembers of the
shrubbery and trees are in a healthy
bly, Tentorial officials, etc., had been state.
House.
passed by the
President Spiess then announced
the appointment of the following com- THE VALLEY
mittee on counties and county lines:
RANCH RESORT
Mr. Dalles, Mr. Murray, Mr. MarMr.
Mr.
Duncan,
tinez, Mr. Stockton,
Dozen Guests There Now Ample
Cameron, and Mr. President.
Accommodation for Summer
Mr. Sargent then introduced CounSojourners.
cil Bill Number Eleven, an act entitled an act for the assessment of
HerbertKSims of the Valley Ranch
This
cars in New Mexico.
" sleeping
.several days
last week
measure provides that each standard spent
on
tho
He
came
city.
sleeping car shall be assessed upon la
business.
He
and his brother
a valuation of $0,000 and each tourist
car upon a valuation of $2,000, at the Harry Sims, well known in this city
have for the past few months been
rate of $2 per $100.
The taxes thus collected, under the living on the ranch and have managed
it as a health resort. They expressed
provisions of this bill, are to be
f
to the themselves as well pleased with the
tributed as follows:
so far. The winter has been
general purpose fund of the,. Terri- business
f
to the general ex- very nice and the people who have
tory and
pense funds of the counties through been sojourners at the ranch and who
which said cars are run. The bill al- are there now. feel comfortable and
so provides penalties for failure of pleased.
At present the Sims brothers are en
the companies to. make returns on
said cars and for false returns.
aged in cutting the merchantable
The bill was read in full by the ind matured timber on their property
chief clerk the first time and by for railroad ties, mine props, telegraph
title on its second' reading under sus- poles and fence posts. They have
pension of the rules. It was then foufld a ready sale for all of these and
ordered translated and printed and are shipping in carload lots from
referred to ,the Committee on Rail- Pecos station. The ties and telegraph
loles are sold to the Atchison, Topeka
roads.
Council Bill Number Twelve was in ind Santa Fe Railway system, the
troduced by Mr. Dalles. It. was en mine props to the Colorado Fuel and
titled an act to encourage the erec iron Company and the fence posts to
tion of sugar factories and for other farmers and ranchers in the vicinity.
purposes. The bill provides that sug They have thirty men and six teams
ar faotorles, woolen mills, smelters steadily employed and are paying fair
and certain classes of irrigation pro- wages. They are only cutting the majects be exempt from taxation for a tured timber, taking care to leave the
period of six years on and after com- young trees. and protecting them In
pletion. The bill was read in full every possible way. There are twelve
and upon motion of Mr. Duncan sec 'warders at the house, the cusine is
onded and carried It was read the sec very good and they have an experiond time and ordered translated, enced and skillful cook and necessary
printed and referred to the Committee help. They are arranging to take care
on Territorial Affairs.
of between forty and fifty guests durUnder the business order of meas- ing' the coming season. It is well
ures on the president's
desk House known that the Upper Pecos country
Joint Resolution Number Two, provid- - Is among the finest health resorts not
ing for the drafting of a new election aaly in the United States, but in this
law was taken 'up. country and in Europe and is unsurThe resolution was read hy the passed for the salubrity of Its climate
chief clerk. Mr. Dalles moved that and, in fact, for the mildness of it,
the rules be suspended and the reso- considering its high altitude. The buildlution be read a second- time toy title. ings at the Valley Ranch have been
The motion carried. TIpon motion of fixed and they have comfortable and
Mr. Dalies, seconded and carried, the well furnished rooms for the number
rules were further suspended, the of guests above
quoted. They expect
bill was read a third time and upon to do a first class business
during the
- a roltcall vote passed the Council by
coming season.
Thirty-sevent-

GATTLE

one-hal-

300,000-gallo-

n

anti-septi- c

NO. 292.

Belle of Capital During
Girlhood
Widow of Founder of New
Mexican.

Santa Feans generally were given
a painful surprise when they learned
of the death yesterday afternoon of
Mrs. Josefita Salazar de Manderfield,
Widow of the late William H. Manderfield, founder of the Santa Fe
New Mexican, and its editor and manager for twenty years. Many of her
friends were aware that she had been
In poor health for several weeks but
not even the members of the family
considered her illness to be of a critical nature. She was perfectly conscious up to the last and conversed
with the watcher at her bedside. The
final summons came suddenly and
peacefully.
Mrs. Manderfleld's death resulted
from a complication of diseases. About
three weeks ago she became a sufferer from la grippe. Although she complained of not feeling well she was
up and around at first until advised
to remain In bed. She made light.of
her ailment, and said It, was only
Sunday night she slept
transitory.
well and awoke ill the morning greatly refreshed. During the afternoon
she did not appenr to he any worse,
and was dead almost before those at
her bedside realized that the end had
come. Sim expired In the arms of
her youngest daughter, Mrs. George
W. Arniljo. wife of the probate clerk
of Santa Fe County.
Mrs. Manderfield had been a life
long resident of Santa Fe. She was
born In this city sixty-fivyears ago,
and In maidenhood her name was
Miss Josefita Salazar. She was a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Santiago
Salazar who sprang from two of the
oldest families in New Mexico. Her
parents are both long since dead. Her
father passed away in the early '70s.
He was a prominent resident of the
Capital during the days of his active

ity.
Miss Josefita Salazar and William
H. Manderfield were married in this
city in 1SGS. Mr. Manderfield was

E STANCIA

WJLLARD

Councilman Dalies
Favors the County

Seat Change.

Gives Reasons For

Torrance

Proposition Nearly 1,000
Voters Favor Project.
"We, the undersigned
petitioners,
actual male residents of the County of
Torrance, Territory of New Mexico,
and of the age of twenty-onyears or
more, respectfully petition the enactment of such legislation as will cause
the removal of the county seat of Torrance County to Willard chiefly for
the following reasons:
"We fully recognize Willard to lie
the central and most Important city
in Torrance County.
"We recognize Willard as tint only
the natural center of Torrance County
but the only city in Torrance County
having railroad lines placing It within
easy reach of all portions of the
county enabling the citizens thereof
to reach their county seat In the lea t
possible time and at the least possible
expense.
"Willard is located on the Atchison,
one uf
Topeka and Santa Fe
the greatest lines of railroad construction In the United States, and the
Santa Fe Central Railway which connects with all points on the Denve.-an-d
Rio Grande and the Rock Inland
cut-of-

lines.

"Willard is most emphatically the
center of Torrance County, geographthe founder and for many years the ically, commercially and by circumeditor of the New Mexican. His death stance of settlement.
"Therefore your petitioners earnestoccurred in December 1889. Surviving of the immediate family besides ly request that justice be done the
the widow are four daughters, Miss citizens of Torrance County and that
Cerila B. Manderfield of Santa Fe, the county seat be changed and that
Miss Eugenia Manderfield of Santa the same be established at Willard.
"Convenience to the general public
Fe, Miss Florentina Manderfield, of
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pennsyl- and the saving of many dollars to
vania, a nun in the order of Sisters every citizen as well as the savi.ig of
of St. Joseph, whose religious name is such valuable time to them demand
Sister Josefita, and Mrs. George W. the change."
Petition in Hands of Councilman
Armljo, of Santa Fe, and oue son, E.
Dalies.
H. Salazar of Las Vegas, editor and
The foregoing petition has been
manager of F1 Tndependiente, a Spanish weekly newspaper puhlished In circulated in the parlous precincts of
the Meadow City. Her daughters and Torrance County. The original is
her son with the exception of the now iu the hands of lion. Carl A.
daughter in the convent were with her Dalies, who is a member of the Legiswhen she died. She also leaves oue lative Council from the district combrother, Juan Jose Salazar, of Las prising the counties of Otero. Linco'u
Vegas.
and Torrance. Close to a thousand
During her younger days before her signatures are affixed to the documarriage Mrs. Manderfield was recog- ment, which when stretched out fill!
nized as one of the belles of the Caplength Is about fifty feet loiU', and
ital City. She was vivacious and pret- When rolled up tightly Is
nearly three
ty and had admirers by the score. inches in diameter.
Her ersonal charms were enhanced
Mr. Dalies is putting in his best efrather than diminished by the matron- forts to have the county seat transly cares and her beauty was not even ferred from Estancia
to WIMard.
faded by the lndellihle traces left by
he says he believes that
Personally
advancing years. In life she was held Willard can get along well enough
in the highest esteem and endeared
the county seat, as its
without
herself to all with whom she came future isbeing
But he
already assured.
in contact and in death her passing
declares the sentiment is so overIs sincerely mourned.
whelming In favor of having the
During her life time she gave lib- county seat
changed to Willard thai
erally of her means to charity and in he has become convinced himself that
her death the poor of the city have It is
the logical pla'-from every
Inst a good friend.
for the county sea.
standpoint
from
will
take place
The funeral
In addition to the petition which
the family residence on College Street
has been so largely signed, Mr. Dalies
opposite St. Michael's College. Fur- has
prepared a large map of Torrance
ther than that, no definite arrangements for the burial have been made. County showing the relative positions
and railroad facilities of the loveral
Announcement of the date and hour
towns. This he Is exhibiting to his
will be published tomorrow in the
colleagues in the Legislative AssemNew Mexicas.
bly, as a little persuasive argument
In favor of Willard.
NATIVES REVOLT
Popular Demand for Removal of
County Seat.
IN EAST INDIES
"I have a very unusual petition to
to the Legislature," he stated
Serious Trouble In Province of Kediri present
last evening to a reporter of the New
on the Island of Java Many
Mexican in discussing the proposed
Officials Killed.
change of the county seat. "It Is unusual because of the fact that It is
reA
29
serious
Jan.
Amsterdam,
absolutely
genuine and any man
in
the province whose
volt has broken out
name appears on this petition
of Kediri, on the island of Java, in
will come to Santa Fe if necessarv
the Dutch East Indies, according to a
and make an affidavit that, his sentifrom
here
received
today
dispatch
ments are truthfully expressed in the
Batavla. It is stated here that three
petition.
arms
taken
have
hundred natives
up
"The petition bears the signatures
and that many Dutch officials and
of 909 male residents of over twenty-ontheir adherents have either been
years of age. In other words,
The vice
killed or badly wounded.
governor of the province is said to be taking the usual ratio and taking for
among the wounded and the chief of granted that It was Impossible to secure very man lu each precinct it is
police is also reported killed.
safe to say that the petition represents the demands of not less than
SENATOR CURTIS
0,000 people.
Torrance County being
IS SWORN IN a new county and now heavily populated, this petition is one of the most
New Republican Representative from stupendous that was ever presented
to a Legislature in the
Kansas In the Senate Succeeds
Territory of
New Mexico on an issue of this kind.
Two Men.
It is an appeal which if justice is to
be done, dare not be denied.
of
29.
oath
The
Jan.
Washington,
Willard Precinct Is Thickly Settleo.
Sento
office was administered today
"The total number of votes cast for
Senator Charles Curtis of Kansas.
both the Republican and Democratic
ator Curtis, besides being elected to candidates
for Delegate to Congress
the term beginning March 4th next, at me
last election In Torrance
was also elected to fill the unexpired
was 892, while the names on
term caused by the resignation of Sen County
the
as stated heretofore of
petition
immediator Joseph R. Burton. His
ate predecessor was Senator Benson male residents over the age of twenty-onyears number 969. More could
whose term expired when Senator
have been secured had the time not
Curlts took the oath of office.
been too short.
"The names on the petition from
CHAIRMAN SHONT8 HAS
CONFERENCE WITH PRESIDENT Willard precinct alone are n the
neighborhood of 200 which would indicate that the precinct has a popula29.
Chairman
Washington, Jan.
tion In the ylcluity of 1,000. I make
Shonts of tbe Isthmian Canal Commention of this fact for the reason
mission, returned today after an ab that I have heard
the statement made
sence of about ten days In the West.
Immediately after his arrival he called
(Continued of Page 8).
on the President by appointment.
e
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TO THE SUPPORT OF LETTERS OF
THE SCHOOL OF MINES.
A Meteorological Paradox
GENERAL INTEREST
The School ot Mines at Socorro and
its administration are finding staunch Ho to the Land ut Sunshine and lts ;afyini'mn'pn'HiiM?mmiiiinininiimiilnH
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
friends who will see to it that not
Original.
Work for New Mexico Praised By
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
MAX. FROST, Editor.
I once knew a quartet composed of
only no harm will come to it in this
Those Who Know Its Value.
the funniest people you ever saw In
Legislative Assembly, but who will
insist that it be treated fairly and
your life. They weren't four men ot
On the first of January the fifth ediEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
justly and be supported as It ought tion of the booklet, "Ho, to the Land four women nor two men and two women, but three men and a woman,
to b. It is well known that there is of Sunshine," containing Information
4.01)
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. .. Dally, six moniiis, by mail
2.00 a plot hatched by the Albuquerque for the home seeker and settler in Each of the three men was funnier
.25
$
three
mail....
by
months,
carrier
Dally,
Daily, per week, by
2.00 Fakir Journal gang and a few, officials
1.00 Weekly, per year
was issued by the thau the other two, and the woman
New Mexico,
Dally, per month, by carrier
1.00 of the University of 'New Mexico to Bureau of Immigration.
75 Weekly, six month
This edition was funnier thnu the three men toDally, per month, by mall
You should have seen her.
.75 consolidate the School of Mines with numbered 3,000
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
copies and although gether.
Dally, one year, by mail
the University of New Mexico at Albu- but a few weeks since its Issuance One eye was turned up at an angle of
twenty-fivdegrees, the other down at
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
querque. This plot has been uncov- 'have elapsed, the edition is nearly exas it is a nefarious .and hausted. To show the 'people how an angle of thirty. She could look serious
and
ered
and sympathetic out of the one eye
The New Mexican Is the oldest ne wspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to detrimental one, It will be beaten. It this
publication is regarded and why
h
'ansa and growing circulation
every postofflce in the Terrltar. nd tut
cannot stand the calcium light of pub- It is so much in demand, the New and Uysterlf ally diabolical out of the
other. She had a ravenlsh croak and a
among the Intelligent and progressive peopie oi me Southwest
licity and will fall. The greed and Mexican herewith .publishes letters sweet
melody in her voice, so that no
selfishness of the Albuquerque Fakir from persons who are certainly comshe meant to be
from one could tell whether
Journal gang would rob every city, petent to judge and wt
or disagreeable. Sometimes
pleasant
1
letter
first
New
in
Mexico of the personal .experience.
lie
and every place
she would say pleasant things to you
Territorial Institutions they now have Is from John Sebastian, the veteran
looking at you with her sympathetic
In this traffic manager of the Chicago, Rock
could this possibly be done.
and sometimes say diabolical things
case this robbery cannot and will not Island and Pacific Railroad system. eye
looking at you with her sympathetic
IGNORE THE SLIMY SHEET.
OF IMMIGRATION
BUREAU
take place, the friends of the present The second is from W. H. Simpson,
eye. So nobody ever knew whnt she
(New Mexico is the only common- location of the School among the peo- the successful and efficient advertisSHOULD CONTINUE.
was driving at.
The
dis ple In the Legislative Assembly and ing agent of the Santa Fe system.
The first of the three men was Mr.
The Silver City Enterprise, an influ- wealth in this Union in which
trict attorneys are not elected by the among the newspapers being too third letter Is from W. A. Fleming Bantam, husband of the above describSouthin
edited
and
paper
ential
his
ably
people, but are appointed by the ex many and too powerful. In this con- Jones, of Las Cruces, who, during
ed lady.
Everybody said the name
west New Mexico, referring to the ecutive. ' Even in Arizona with one- - nection the Socorro Chieftian prop- residence in the Territory the past
was very appropriate, for Mr. Bantam's
in
Governor
instrumental
made
by
recommendations
five years has been
half the population of this Territory, erly and timely says:
face wore the perpetual grin of a banto in- tam rooster. Next
came Mr. Guyer, a
"There is a disposition in certain inducing considerable capital
Hagenuan in his message to the they are ahead in this respect, and
In bringing a goodly theoretical mathematical
prodigy. Like
Legislative Assembly the people exercise the right to quarters to disparage the New Mexico vest here and
officers in their School of Mines, and there Is the best number of people to become perma- Sir Isaac Newton, who made a large
choose
prosecuting
of
abolishment
looking towards the
counties and districts. There is a of evidence, also that those who are nent citizens, appeal for themselves. and a small hole In his door forhis
the Bureau ol Immigration and giving bill now pending in the Assembly,
big nud little cat' to come tbrough,
manifesting that disposition either are
The Sebastian Letter.
the conduct of the affairs or that Doay House Bill Number Pne, introduced inexcusably ignorant of the facts In
Guyer didn't stoop to consider petty
a dig under the ribs, differs with the by Representative Frank W. Beach, the case or are willfully and viciously
"Chicago, Dec. .29, 1907.
lie once had an alarm
contrivances,
Governor on some premises and con- the text of which was published in perverting those facts for their own "Hon. Max. Frost, Santa Fe, New clock which failed to wake him up In
on
Mexico:clusions, and places itself squarely
the Daily New Mexican on Saturday selfish purposes. The one Important
the morning. Somebody finally called
"Dear Sir This will acknowledge his attention to the fact that It hadn't
the right side in an editorial contain- last, which provides for a change in and comprehensive fact that those fa
reathe present method of filling the offi miliar with conditions at the School receipt of your favor of December any bell. The third man was Mr.
ing weighty and unanswerable
sons for its course. As the discussion ces ol district attorney, nereioiore, of Mines insist upon is that the insti- 24th, also your bulletins and I note
a "real noble, good man,"
,
inof this subject is now before the
officials were appointed by the tution is fulfilling the purpose of Its with pleasure that they cover the
as one of bis women friends expressthese
the editorial of the Enterprise is Governor. Under the bill, if it passes establishment in as high a degree as formation required by the homeseeker ed It. Indeed, he was so good and noNew
interesting and timely and the
and becomes law, they will be elect- Is being done by any other educational in a particularly effective 'manner, ble that he couldn't conceive of any
useful in one being wicked. And thereby hangs
Mexican quotes it that the people may ed by the people, the first election to institution
in the Territory.
The consequently-- It will be very
know and that the Legislative Assem- take place November, 1908, but for friends of the School fearlessly and the strong efforts which we are at this tale,
of
One Sunday morning Merryweather
bly may. Says the Enterprise:
the coming two years they will be confidently challenge comparison in present making for tho upbuilding
and Guyer went to see Mr. and. Mrs.
"Elsewhere in this issue appears a filled by appointment by the Legisla- this regard. Twenty-fiv- e
young men your Territory.
dif"While we fully appreciate the
Bantam, who were at church. The two
brief svnonsls of Governor Ilager- tive Council.
Referring to this the between tfia ages of eighteen and
men sat on the veranda waiting till
Fakir Journal, in the thirty years have enrolled at the ficulties under which you are laborman's message to the
Assemui) pay or ana punnsnea ior uie ueuein. School of Mines this year for the ing, I will be greatly obliged if you the services should be over and the
New Mexico Legislative
the couple, recharged, like an electric autoin of real estate sharks and the
sporting strictly collegiate technical work of will let me have your article for
The Governor read the message
of the element of the Duke City, froths at the institution. Boys in knee breeches Western Trail at your earliest convemobile, with goodness, should return.
session
a
before
joint
person
write-uThe weather was betwixt and becus
a
the
feel
we
that
as
not
en
in
in
do
nience,
and
short
dresses
and
mouth
resurrecting
Saturday's
girls
its editorial
Assembly, thereby
someand when Merryweather said
without
tween,
chief
the
A
be
would
as
in
of
work.
editorial
incomplete
ttmt
this class
preparprevailed among
gage
inn
issue publishes a lengthy
warm
It
was
Guyer, who was a great
from
crenago,
your pen.
atory department is maintained in thing
executives of the territory long
serting that the project is the
"The rainfall charts in your book- disputant, declared It was cold. PresThe message is a lengthy one, and Hon of the devil, and if it is success connection with the school, to be sure,
our Ter- ently Mr. and Mrs. Bantam relumed,
covers nearly every phase and depart- ful will simply redound to the bene- as Is required by law, but even In let, show up very strong for
eases
some
they Mrs, Bantam welcoming Guyer with
In
that
I
no
note
coun
that
in
each
men
government.
territorial
Kindergarten
few
department
ritory.
fit of a
ment of the
corrupt
her sympathetic eye and Merryweathof
rainfall
30
inches
as
is
fact
that
the
as
done.
Another
recommenda.
work
show
district
high
Manv. in fact most, of its
ty who will choose tools for
theu passing
exand 25 Inches In the Territory to er with her diabolic eye,
tious for reform are judicious and attorneys and would thus render the School of Mines insist upon as
Into tho house. The dispute about the
heeds administration of justice a farce and tremely significant is that ot the which the majority of our homeseek-erthe
if
and
legislature
timely,
If we weather was referred to Bantam, who
men graduates and
appear to be attracted.
them it will make itself famous in worse than a farce, a foul blot and scores of young
concluded to refer It to the thermomeInrainfall
on
students
whom
the
'having
fact
could
one
the
of
In
only
With
figure
view
an abomination.
the annals of the territory.
ter, which be brought from the house.
techthe
country
sent
out
its
from
has
stitution
this
like
right along
of the suggestions proposed by the 'hat this measure has already passed
He showed It to Merryweather, who
Howrose."
is
who
one
not
there
the
like
"would blossom
Governor the Enterprise cannot agree one House by a vote of 17 to i, the nical departments
was
surprised to see a record of 90 dedoes not now occupy a responsible ever, 1 feel that under an Intelligent
that of the abolishment of the Bii utterances of the Journal simply
He was much pleased to be vingrees.
can
results
According to mean that these seventeen legisla- and lucrative position. It is signifi- system of cultivation, good
reau of Immigration.
dicated, but hadn't expected so triuma
and
and
constant
is
too,
that
especially
there
cant,
overwhelm
secured
along
were
be
chosen by
right
Governor Hagermans' report on the tors, who
phant a vindication.
filh last, growing demand upon the school for by the parties mentioned in my preThen Mrs. Bantam came out and, rebureau, it has cost the territory $t0,- ing majorities on November
This
of
men
this
class.
more
young
in the Assem
vious letter.
her husband and Guyer with
000 since 1S90, or covering a period to represent the people
garding
"JOHN SEBASTIAN.
ami is a partial statement of the facts
nf sixteen years. That is an average bly, are corruptionists, grafters
her
eye and the good Mr.
sympathetic
who will sell out the interests of those upon which the School of Mines courts
of $3,750 a year for induciug immiMerryweather with her diabolic eye,
and
LETTER.
SIMPSON
comparison."
investigaion
THE
Does that ,vho chose them to represent, them;
made some modest remarks on the
o,..,Hnn tn 'pw Mexico.
"January 7, 1907.
We think not it means that should the Legislative
weather herself, in which she main
sound exorbitant?
THE BILL SHOULD PASS.
"Secretary Bureau of Immigration, tained that' it was growing colder.
cities Council see fit to concur in the acMany commercial clubs in large
The sentiment of the people conthe members
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
After having established her point, at
nnv their secretaries that amount In tion of the House, that
vote for this measure are in the cerning Mr." Beach's bill providing for
"Dear Sir: I beg to acknowledge least with Bantam and Guyer Sirs.
salaries afonf to induce industries to who
copies of Bantam always established her point;
and are too bad, too the election of district attorneys by receipt of the
locate there and thereby encourage same category,
To the Land o'
of the people is crystalliz"Ho!
foil;
vote
direct
honest
for
dishonest
and
immoral
your
pamphlet
the
rn
people were afraid that if they disthem.
Surely
irum
tlnn
with, that ing and is showing itself as very strong Sunshine," and I have looked over it agreed with her she would bring her
sreat territory of New Mexico can af to talk to, or to associate
to the Fakir Journal. in favor of tho measure. There aire as carefully as tho mass of work on diabolic eye on themshe went back
ford to spend that much to call at is according
a few papers that oppose the project hand will permit. It seems to me that Into the house with the thermometer.
How do the members of tho Assem
her
resources
varied
tn
her
t,,imn
of slander and upon the false and cowardly assump- you have got together a very readsort
this
relish
and
bly
Presently Bantam weut Inside to get
silver
of
its
cold,
that kind of libel upon their motives, tion that the people cannot be trust- able and altogether admirable publica- the thermometer again, and when he
copper, her broad acres of fertile land
men
their honesty of pur ed to elect proper and competent,
tion, As soon as I have a little more brought it out it had fallen 20 degrees.
her sunshine and her unexcelled cli their characters,
their experience and their in- to fill these important, offices. This leisure I am going to read it carefully. Merryweather couldn't understand how
pose,
as
the
governor
mate.
However,
tentions? Should It have the least charge against the people of New I have found that It contains informa- so decided a change should have oc,,nints nut. it. is not a question of
effect upon them? Considering the Mexico ia base and low and should tion ot decided value to anyone Inter- curred in so short a time without his
re
as
the
amount expended so much
from which it emanates, the not be heeded by the Assembly. Dis- ested In the Southwest country.
source
feeling It. Guyer suggested that there
of
suits attained by the maintenance
"We have numerous requests for In- was something the matter with hlra.
of the bill, the slimy false trict attorneys are elected In every
such a bureau and has come to the objects
He
hoods and dirty cowardly and untrue continental commonwealth of this formation about New Mexico and Ari- Merryweather was frightened.
conclusion that the results so far at
Union, except in New Mexico. It is zona and our .stock of literature at thought he bad better go home.
their
attacks
characters,
they
upon
the
tained, do not justify keeping up
Mrs. Bantam, came out again, bring
should not give tho least heed to the high time that the Sunshine Terri present Is not as full as we would
bureau. There is room for an honest
The off- like. I have distributed two of the ing the thermometer with hemind sugthe
procession.
utterances
tory
join
dishonest
and
difference of opinion In that regard. disreputable in
question. The New icials, the politicians and the newspa- six conies already, but most of our gesting that something must be the
of a general char of the sheet
As in all advertl-inmatter, with It. It had gone up again.
Mexican believes in just recognition pers who have no faith in the people requests on such subjects, I am holddirect.
seldom
are
acter, the results
of the views and poli- doing right and in electing the right ing off until our New Mexico and Ari This reassured Merryweather, who was
due
heed
and
out
sent
by
The advertising literature
cies advocated by decent and reput- kind of men to fill these positions zona folder is off the press. If you of too sweet a disposition to speak his
sethe territory starts the leaven to work
can send us a number to send out to thoughts, which were that Mrs. Ban
able newspapers, by public men, by should be taught a lesson and a
of
tam had probably read the scale first
not
ing, foc ises attention on the territory official's,
are
one.
vere
deserving
and
They
of
members
Congress
by
inquirers I would be very glad indeed
and in that manner slowly but surely
and indeed by the the confMnnce of the citizens of the to place them to the best possible ad with her lower, then with her upper
legislators
by
of
immigration
be.
starts a steady stream
The bill should vantage.
of Sunshine Territory.
at large, but' utterances
We could use almost any eye. But as there were 45 degrees
this way. This office has had occa people of the
tween the two eyes this didn't explain
of the Albuquer pass.
number yon care to send.
sheets
stamp
sion more than once, in fact many
the smaller difference However, he
"Yours truly,
certainly ueserve "
times tn send out literature on the que ratilr journal
decided to wait awhile before conclud
whator
attention
H.
heed
"W,
SIMPSON,
not only no
The Peros Valley News published
mineral and other resources of Grant
ing that he bad chilis and fever. The
but simply the contempt and at Artesia, an ambitious town and
"Advertising Agent.'
rnnntv furnished bv the Bureau of ever,
consequences might have been averted
honest men, no matter which proposes to stand in the public
of
disregard
had not Bantam handed round a stim
Immigration, to applicants writing for in what station. The utterances of
THE FLEMING JONES LETTER.
eye believes that the work of the Buulant. A few minutes after Merry
"same and without doubt it has re- the
and
be
should
wholecompletely
paper
reau of Immigration 'has been
"January
weather had drained his glass Mrs
sulted in much good to the county
attention
no
and
thoroughly ignored,
some and beneficial. The News is "Col. Max. Frost, Secretary Bureau of Bantam came out with the thermome
The gove.nor suggests that the vari- should be paid to them.
Immigration, Santa Fe, New Mexico. ter again standing at 60 degrees. Then
rather a young paper, Unit Is coming
ous boards of county commissioners
I beg to acMy Dear Col. Frost:
to the front. Concerning the work
Merryweather was sure he had the
or the commercial organizations In
BLACK EAGLE OF SAN Ml- THE
of the Bureau the paper editorially knowledge with many thanks the re- fever of pneumonia.
A sympathetic
take
towns
and
up
cities
the different
fifth
re curve
ceipt of twenty copies of the
savs in a recent number:
on the left hand corner
GUEL TAKING WELL.
This seems to us impracappeared
the wp-"If the Territory of New Mexico vised edition of "Ho! To the Land of of Mrs. Bantam's mouth as she re.
The appellation the "Black Eagle o!
ticable, for the simple reason that
I have found this a par marked that it came on that
A. was overflowing with population it Sunshine."
way.
there would be lacking unity of action San Miguel" for President Charles
is would be well to discontinue the Bu- ticularly useful publication to send to
Merryweather was helped into the
in the matter, and If each county or Spiess, of the Legislative Council,
the
under
and
now
can
of Immigration
enquiring prospective settlers
house and placed on a lounge. Occa
commercial body were to employ sec taking well with the people and with reau
of Col. Max. point to several recent arrivals in dif slonaliy he would resume a normal
efficient management
retaries for that purpose, the ultimate the newsnaners, Mr. Spiess has re
editor of the Santa ferent parts of the Territory who bodily temperature, but whenever lie
cost to the taxpayers would be just ceived quite a number of complimen Frost, the talented
We need some gained their first ideas of the country did so one of his three friends would
Mexican.
as much, if not more.1 Besides, very tary editorial references and one of Fe New
which reliable informa- from copies of this pamphlet which I show lilm a thermometer antipodal to
source
from
these
of
best
and
the
appeared
latest
in
towns
the territory possess
few
the Territory may be hail sent to them.
his condition. If the mercury stood
commercial organizations to take ftp in the last Issue of 'the Raton Range, tion concerning
for a new
"With kind regards, I am,
those
obtained
as
looking
low when be was hot he thought he
by
this
subject
this work, and experience has proven that paper treating
location and the Territorial Bureau of
was in fever. If it stood high when he
"Sincerely yours,
that what is 'everybody's business is follows:
"W. C. FLEMING JONES."
has supplied 'that need,
was cool he assumed that he had a
Immigration
becommost
and
of
"This
business.'
Instead
being
picturesque
nobody's
chill. In this way his loving friends
all means let the good work con
By
new
the
of
been
the Territorial ing title has
given
abolished, the scope
DRIVER OF MAIL
tinue."
kept working on his imagination and
Bureau aJwuld be enlarged so as to in- president of the Legislative Assembly,
WAGON BADLY HURT. through his imagination on his body
clude the preparing and compiling of Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas,
till he got up and went home to die.
Councilman Malaquias Martinez, the
statistics particularly with regard to unember of the Council 'from San MiEast Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 29.
Once out of the way of the malign In
member in service in the
oldest
reour mineral and agricultural
guel County.
Jose Armijo, driver ?f the mail wag fluence that had tormented him, he was
Assembly
Legislative
sources. These statistics should be
"President Spiess was the presiding Is
evidently making his experience on between the two towns, met with surprised at a sudden recovery.
accurate and should be properly and officer at the last territorial 'RepubliNow, the explanation of this me
count. Yeserday, In a very few min- an accident last Friday that will lay
attracitvely set forth. A great injus- can convention and 'his' masterly hand- utes the Council, on his suggestion, him up for a day or two. Armijo teorologlcal paradox is this: Bantam
tice is done New Mexico each year ling of the issues then at stake, of
a resolution granting the His was driving the mail wagon from the before bringing the thermometer out
with regard to her mineral production men and measures, crystallized the adopted
torical Society of New Mexico two East Las Vegas postofflce to Las on to the veranda to settle the dispute
through lack of authoritative informa already well formed public opinion of additional rooms in the Governor's Vegas,
In front v of the Normal between Merryweather and Guyer had
tion on the subject, and if this data bis ability as a leader, of men, and Palace for its use and tor the safe School, the horse took
fright at some held the bulb in his fist, When he
could be compiled and published to when the need of such a leader was
historInto
broke
and
a
valuable
run, throwing took It Inside he gave it to Mrs, Ban
of
thing
the
many
the world, it would result as a great presented the choice very naturally keeping
ical and archaeological objects in its young Armijo to the ground. He re tam with Instructions to put it In the
stimulus to the rrtnlng industry. The fell upon him.
Ice chest. And so the thermometer
possession. Mr. Martinez is entitled ceived several severe bruises about
same is true of toe rich agricultural
"Mir. Spiess ihas a most enviable repto the thanks of patriotic citizens and the head, and other painful injuries was kept oscillating between heat and
regions of the Pecos, Mesilla and San utation as a lawyer, his spirit of hon- especially those who interest them- The runaway was stopped on Bridge cold while Mr. Merryweather was os
Juan Valleys, and a vast amount of or and fair dealing is known where selves In the
cold and heat till
history and archaeology Street when it was found that the cillating between
he wus thrown into a condition of
good would resul to these districts he is known, and these qualities added of the Territory.
wagon and harness were damaged
and other agricultural regions and to to his fine natural ability and his edImaginary pneumonia.
badly.
OSCAR COX,
the Territory at large. We have no ucational fitness make his choice a
.
The sentiment of a government, for
ax to grind in this matter and are sin sequence he could not well escape.
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
the people, of the people and by the
cere In our belief that the discontinu
Don't forget our large and complete
"Mr. Spiess lias many close personpeople in New Mexico, ds gaining
ance of the Board of Immigration at al friends, as well as many political much ground and sbrong'mipport. The
The New Mencaa Bindery la turn-Ir- bindery and Job department All work
this time, when all the country is seek. well wishers In Raton and none but bill introduced Iby Representative Maout some of the moat artistic handled promptly and In the moat upmanner. One trial make yon
ing information about he great un- unite in cordial congratulation to the laquias Martinez, providing that va- binding tn the Southwest. It U the
known Southwest, would .be nothing Black Eagle of San Miguel."
permanent patron.
cancies in county offices should be moit completely equipped binderr In
short of a public calamity. We are
filled by county commissioners, is a the Rocky Mountain states south of
on the crest of a wave ot prosperity
The public Is snowing its apprecta
One copper company in Japan employs step In this .direction. Its provisions is headquarters for legal blanks of all
and let us take full advantage of it by sty thousand men in the mines and meet with universal approval and kinds. The company makes a specialty tlou of the attractive circulars seni
In handling land office blanks, neces- out by the New Mexican Printing
advertising our resources far and wide severaI thousand in its. offices and at should become law.
sary in homestead entries and In min- Company, In regard to rubber stamps
throughout the continent.
its smelter. The men in the mine are
A
and eral applications. Prices low, especicenta a day; those at
modern, comprehensive
"With regard to the other measures paid twenty-twIf you cannot afford to pay tor a
smelter 23 cents a day, and it good road law is one of the necessi- ally In quantities. Circulars fflvit,?
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Ctfisine and Table Service Unexcelled

e

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travel rs.
0

Santa Fe,

Washington Avenue

New Mexico.

BERfiERE

R9T

IHSUBUHCE

GENERAL AGENT8 FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Thirty-sevent-

OF PHILADELPHIA,

PI,

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

.

Co., of

Rational Surety

flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies

Palace Aventie

ieo-ple-

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

,

Thirty-sevent-

p

s

LACOME & GABLE,

Proprietor!.

.

THE

C

L

--

A
I

R
B
HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Stestn
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Pepsrlment Open Day and Night. P"" the Button tfe do the rept.

half-doze-

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
the Best Restaurar Is in .he fculhwest.

One of

OPE N DAY a c d NIGHT

g

7.

REGULAR MEALS 35c MEAL TICKET,
FIRST CLASS
SERVED

SHORT ORDERS

si Meals $5.

j

A LA CARTE,

All Kinds of Spanish Dishes Prepared by New Cook From El Paso.

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and Up.
1
respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south side piaza.

G.

LUPE HERERA, Prop,

k.

Thirty-sevent-

g

o

eight-hou-

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

t

I

h

SANTA I E, N. M

Subscribe for the Daily New Mexi
The Legislative Manual for 1906 01
the news.
Blue Book tor New Mexico, hlstorlca can and get
U.
value
of
official
and
compendium
c
every business man and officer and
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages
Price $1.60. Address the New Mei
lean Printing Company, Santa Fe.
The New Mexican can do printing

wmi m that done in any of thp large
ol
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece
mrk w turn out Try our work once
and you wjll certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
class of work, including one ot

every
rhe best binderies in the west.

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply ot pads
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at Ave cents in book form,
but will give a discount on quantities.

r

Thirty-sevent-

t

If you waut anything
a New Meiica. "ad."

oi ertn

try

JANUARY

TUESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

1907.

29,

PRISONERS SAWED WAY
OUT OF PORTALES JAIL

TflE FIRST

BASI

pTIOpL
Or

PortalcB, N. M., Jan. 29. This place
was the scene of a bold jail break recently when Doss Boykln and a companion sawed their way out of the
steel cell in which they were confined
and escaiwd from the jail by removing two cement blocks from the outside wall of tho structure.
Boykln was under sentence of
twelve years In the peuitentiary for
murder and was being held in jail
here pending the result of an appeal
taken in his case to the Supreme
Court. At the time of his escape his
case was being argued at Santa Fe,
but he escaped before the result of the
appeal became known. The Supreme
Court affirmed the decision of the
lower court and Boykln would have
been taken to the penitentiary probably the next day.
According to the other prisoners,
the two men escaped between seven
and eight o'clock In the evening. In
some unknown manner they secured a
saw and a revolver. Boykln went to
work with the saw while his companion threatened the other three prisoners in the jail with death if they made
any attempt to raise the alarm. Within
an hour, Boykln had succeeded in sawing out of the steel cell. Ouce out of
the cell, the rest was easy. Going to
the rear of the jail they removed a
couple of cement blocks from the wall
and crawled through to liberty. It
was not until the next morning that
the discovery of their escape was
made by the sheriff and jailer.
A reward of $100 has been
offered
for the capture of
Boykln, but no
trace of him has as yet been found.

SANTA PK.

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Eetabllshed In 1170.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
J. PALEN, Pr.sld.nt.

RUFUS

H. BRODHEAD,

ALFRED

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.

Assistant

Capital

PrcHtn

Surplus aM UwM"'

C.1M,

Cashlsr,

JI.MC

a general banking buslnsss In all its branohoa. Loans
on ail kinds of personal and
money on the most favorable terms
In all markets for
security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
Transacts

Its customsrs.

Buys and sells domestic

transfers

makes telegraphic

world on as liberal terme

of money

asars

and foreign
to all parts

given by

any

exchange
of

thi

and

civilized

Interest alowd on time deposits at the
sgenc), public or private.
tsrm.
rate of ihrec per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's
all orders of Its patrons In the

and

products.

bankTng

line, and

xecute

Ths bank

It. all respects, as Is
alms to extend to them as liberal triatmem
eound
of
banking. Safety
sistent with safsty and the principles
boxss for rei.t. The patronat of the publle la respsetfully

con-

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
NHW

KOSWBLL,

MK.V1CO.

THE MILITARY 8CHOOL OF NEW MEXICO

Willard is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancia Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and S. F., and the Santa Fe
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water in abundance and it is the only point on the entire new line where
there is good water and plenty of It. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station in the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
and Its railroads make It easily accessible to all parts of the country. It Is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, It has excellent business openings. It is worth your while to investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
wants you. The townsite Is owned by
east-Lot-

Willard Town

JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vies Pres.

Call on or address

JOHN W. CORBETT.

Agent. Estancia. New Mexico.
CARL A. DALIES,

and Supported by the Territory.

'

e

OR WM. TAYLOR,

FAIR EXCHANGE.
Back for an Old One How
it is Done In Santa Fe.
The back aches at times with a
dull, indescribable
feeling, making
you weary and restless;
piercing
pains shoot across the region of the
kidneys, and again the loins are so
lame to stoop Is agony. No use to rub
or apply a plaster to the back In this
You cannot reach the
condition.
cause. Exchange, ihe bail back for a
new and stronger one. Follow the
example of this Santa Fe citizen.
Pascual Yuuut, boot and shoe repairer on the Pinna, residence College
Street, says; "A man cannot sit on
tne bench, repairing shoes ull day un
less his back is extra strong. When it
is weak, lame and pains continually,
it becomes a positive nuisance without mentioning ihe suffering he endures. If working at my occupation
was not the primary cause of backache it certainly aggravated if. Much
to my surprise and more to my gratification, a course of the treatment
with Doan's Kidney Cure procured at
Ireland's Pharmacy so wa.ihed,
and strengthened my kidneys that
the backache ceased."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ennts.
Buffalo,
Co.,
Now York, sole agents for the United
Slates.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
A

New

Yon

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

,

ATTORf'EYS-AT-LAW-

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.

Santa Fe

EIGHT MEN INSTBUCTOBS,

all graduates of Standard Earn
Nhw buf kilujts, .all furnishings and equipment!! modern and comelectric-lighteall conveniences.
hatha, water-workplete; siulvm-heate-

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

ISSO

per session.

Session It

hree tonus of thirteen weeks each.

BOS WEL I, Is a noted health resort, 3.700 feet above ten level;
Sunshine ;vory dav'from September to June.

REOENT8

Nathnu Jaffa,

W.

M

nU E, A. Cahoon
For particulars addresi

Reed,

V.

M. Atkinson,

W.

A.

ELIDA

Flulny

COL. J, W. WILLSCN,

POSTOFFICE
DAMAGED

Supt.

BY FIRE.

Elida. X. if., Jan.
of
week, the postofflce in this town
caught fire from a gasoline stove in
the rear of the building which is occupied by Postmaster John Lum and
family. It seems that M'rs. Lumm
was filling ihe tank on the
gasoline
stove preparatory to
getting breakfast
when she accidentally
spilled some on
he floor. When she applied a match
an explosion followed causing
quite
a blaze.
However with much presence of mind; Mrs. Lumm
dragged a
mattress off a nearby bed and with
the assistance of her husband who
had arrived on the scene succeeded in
smothering the flames.
The fire
caused much excitement and a large
crowd gathered. The damage to the
building was small, but both Mr. and
Mrs. Ltimni were
severely burned
aootit tne tace and hands..

t ,.d

yet remains

HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
C. 8. Mineral Burveyer
New Mexlee.
Saata Fe,

NOTARY

PUBLICS.

New Mexico.

H.

B. HOLT,

Attorney-at'Law- .

Las Crudes,
New Mexico.
Practices in the district courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

REAL ESTATE AND MINES.
ROMAN L. BACA,

RICHARD

Phone

6.

H. HANNA.
Attorney at Law.
Office, Grlfflu Blk

Q. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counaelor at Law.
Practices in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Ufllce, Laiiglilin Bit, Santa Fe, N. M.

Foster-llilhur-

Cil fljtas.

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

reason of Homeseekers tlckett reading to other points the country around Willard has beeh .omewhat overlooked and vacant
open to homestead entry comparatively close In.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

s

and Imorovement o.

purl-tie-

tCstabllstaed

THREE,

a
Willard WillTHE
TowP
pake
GATEWAY
WILLARD,

Cannot Acquire 'Mil Science
From Bookn Alone.
Did you ever ask yourself the meaning of the term domestic economy?
Most likely you never dirt. Notwithstanding the growing popularity of this
branch of this study, there Is no subject the mime ami nature of which are
so generally misunderstood.
Some young women think It means
"cookery and laundry lessons," others
think "scraping nml saving" would
more fitly define it, while dim ideas of
so called menial duties and domestic
drudgery float through the brains of
ONE KILLED IN
others.
FIGHT FOR WATER HOLE
But these are "small nibbling at
the outer bark" of the truth, which Is
Phoenix, Ariz.; Jan. 29. In a fight that domestic economy Is a saving
for the possession of a water hole on
knowledge, a knowledge which relates
he desert near Salome, last
Friday to the intelligent and cultivated knowlone prospector was killed and another
edge of everything connected with the
uauiy wounded. The details of the borne.
tragedy are about as follows:
It Is the science of the home and
After two weeks'
u woman's science, it Is
prospecting for
gold, on the desert, two young broth- the woman's work to make the house
ers, Bill and Lynn Desplain,
nearly Into a home. Every woman ought to
perishing for water, came upon a wa- know how to do all things necessary to
ter hole known as "Bears Wells" make a home
happy, says Woman's
twenty-fivmiles from Salome. An Life.
old man named Jones had
The husband earns the money, but
taken possession of the water hole and forbade the
principal purt of It has to be spent
the prospectors filling their
empty by the wife; hence ft Is very Important
kegs.
Refusing to obey him, they that nil girls should learn domestic
continued to replenish their
But please remember that
supply economy.
from the hole, when Jones seized
his domestic economy Is one of those things
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
rifle and opened file
upon them, and that cannot he learned from books as are required by law, printed In
the fight began. When it was
over alone.
blank form by the New Mexican
Jones was dead and Bill
Desplain was
Pr'"ting Company.
badly wounded.
THE HOME DOCTOR.

money transmitting

I iberal advances made on consignments of live etock

PAGE

BENJAMIN

M. READ,

Attorney at law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Are

CHAS.

A. LAW,

Attorney-at-Law-

.

A DELICIOUS
U. S. Land Office Practice, a SDeclaltv.
BEVERIOGE.
A tablespoonful of olive oil taken
Dr. Lauritzen's Health Table Alalt, Clayton,
New Mexico.
will ward off appeudlcitis.
is a most delicious beverage. It may
A fever patient should not be spongbe drunk freely at any time, by man,

Real Estate and Mines.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Office Griffin building, Washington
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodg
k
A. M. Rect
F.
lar communication flrai
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:S
1, A.

P. m.
H. F. STHPHEN3, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A. M. Regulti
convocation 2nd Monday of each month it
Masonic Hall at 7: it
9. .
S. SPITZ, H. P.
1,

ed while sweating and should never be woman or child.
It builds up tired,
ARTHUR SHLIGMAN, Becy.
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
placed In a draft.
weak bodies and shattered nerves.
A good corn remedy couslsts of equal
at
law.
Attorney
H. S. RATJNE ft CO.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
parts of sweet oil and iodine shaken
Phone 28.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
reuntil
at
United
Apply
States
nights
together.
District
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Pbone 18
Attorney.
fourth Monday In eacu
lieved.
month at Masonic Hall at
All kinds of scurvy and blood poi:J0 p. m.
W. H. GRIFFIN, H. C.
The Price of Peace.
soning yield to the juice of lemons or
A. W. POLLARD,
W. H. KENN1DT, Recorder.
The terrible itching and smarting,
of limes, which are the greatest blood
Incident to certain skin diseases, is
Attorney at law.
purifiers In existence.
District Attoraey, Luna Ceunty.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these wal
almost instantly allayed by applying
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
natEven doctors acknowledge that
. . .
located In the midst of the Ancient erg has been thoroughly tested by
Chamberlain's Salvs. Price 25 cents. Dunlng
N0w Mexico. 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
j
fresh cream from cows' milk can
ural
P?r sale by all Druggists.
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-iivmiles west the miraculous cures attested to In the
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
give point to cod liver oil and similar
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis,
,
on the ihlrj Saturday of each montli
In
consumption.
nasty liquid
treating
at 7:30 o'clock in the evenlnx In
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Notice
for
Neuralgia, Maltria, BrighU
Publication.
.
C.
Bonham.
al
of
d.
Wade
In
a
a
hot
Hold bruised finger
cup
Masonic Hall, south side of
Slation, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Plaza.
ONHAM 4 WADE,
water for a few minutes, and it will Department of the Interior,
Grande Railway, from which point a .Mercurial Affections, f nfula, Catarrh,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
at
further trouble. The water
Ln..
Attorneys
prevent
a Grippe, all Femal t mplalnts, etc.,
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
January 12, 1907.
Practice in the Supreme and Dis- cordially invited to attend.
should be as hot as It is possible to
The temperature of these waters Is etc. Board, lodging v. .d bathing $2.50
Notice is hereby given that Tomas trict Court of the Territory, in the CHARL18 FRANKLIN IASI.BY, 81.
it. (lathering
ruuurounds
uud
stand
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week; $50 per
Venerable Maator.
can be successfully treated In the same Vianueva of Galiteo, New Mexico, Probate Courts and before the U. S.
carbonic. Altitude, (i,000 feet. Climate month. Slage meets Denver trains
has filed notice of his intention to Surveyor General and U. S. Land PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Bee.
manner.
very dry and delightful the year nud waits for Santa Fe train upon remake final five year proof In support Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
round. There Is now a commodious quest. This resort Is attractive at all
Cliaiiffetl.
O. O. F.
of his claim, viz; Homestead Entry
hotel for the convenience of invalids, seasons and Is open all winter. Pas- BULL CAUSES PANIC
old
"Hello, Pepper,
chap!" exclaimed No. 547G made January 5, 1900, for
and tourists. People suffering with sengers for 0,5 Caliente can leave
the SE
Section 10, Township 13
AT FIGHT IN JUAREZ a man to another. "You have altered
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I O. O. F.,
E. C. ABBOTT,
consumption, cancer, and other con- Sinta Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
scarcely knew you."
N., Range 9 E., and that said proof
meets every Thursday evening In OdJ
Attorney at law.
tagious diseases, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p. ni. the same day.
"My name haw is not Pepper," will be made before the Register and
El Paso, Texas, N. M., Jan. 20
Practices In the District and Su Fellowi' Hall, San Francisco street
These waters contain 1,086.24 grains Tare lor round trip from Santa Fe to Ten thousand
the other haughtily.
Receiver, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
people
the protestedremarked the
first speaker, lu on February 21, 1907.
of alkaline suits to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par- Juarez plaza del Torresgathered at
preme Courts, prompt and etrefal at Vlsltlnd brothers welcome.
"Ah,"
Sunday after no
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. O.
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in ticulars, address
way abashed, "then your name has
He names the following witnesses .entlon given to all business.
noon to witness a light between
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
"
London Mall.
New Mexico.
to prove his continuous residence Santa u'e
buffalo and a bull, in which the buf- altered too!
falo was the victor. During the pre
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Just Hi Cane.
Jose Alires, Marcos Anaya, Juan
liminary mm fights Compleo, a mata
A. B. REN EH AN,
When people Vianueva, Juan
Rollingstoifr Nomoss
all of Galls-teo- ,
dor, was tossed over the fence by the
Ortega,
Practices in the Supreme and Di
has hydrophobia de very thought o'
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights c;
New Mexico.
bun, which then jumped the fence,
trict Court. Mining and Land Law Pythias. Regular meeting every first
water makes 'em sick. Thirty Thing
'
MANUEL
R.
OTERO,
on
the
matador who was seri umbobIs dat so? I bet I've had It
OJo Caliente. Taos County, N .M landing
a Specialty. Rooms $
Sena Bldg. and third Tuesday evenings at t
.
Register. Palace
ously hurt.
all me life an' didn't know what was
Ave., Ssata Fe, N. M.
o'clock. Castle Hall temporarily with
de matter wld me Philadelphia
Odd Fallows, San Francisco street.
I SAN SELL
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
Your Real Estate or Business
.
CHAS. F. FASLEY,
fraternal welcome.
No Matter Where Located
An angry man opens his mouth and
(Late Surveyor General.)
PAUL A. F. WALT1R, 0. C.
Properties and Business of all kinds
shuts bis eyes. Cato.
Palace.
,
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. 3.
sold quickly for
Attorney at law.
in all parts of the
J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.
The New Mexican Printing Company United St tes. Don't wait.
J. B. Rutherford, J, Fred Fletcher,
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
Writ; to. . Santa Fe, New Mexico.
261 San Francisco St.
Albuquerque; Will C. Barnes, Us Ve- is prepared to do the best of brief day describing what you have to sell labs ana Mining Business a Specialty
sas; J. A. Maaoney, A. W. Pollard, ouable rates. Lawyers whodesire to and give cash price on same.
Only the finest of Imported wines and cordials served to customers
I. P. O. E.
the best of whiskies and brandies, do mestic and imported, a specialty. Su- iJeming; u. A. Mitchell, W. L. Bur have their briefs printed rapidly and
IF YO WANT TO BUY
FRANK W. CLANCY,
ton, St. Louis; J. H. McKannon, Den correctly and to present them to the any kind of Business or Real Estate
perior brands of cigars.
Santa Fe Lodbe, No. 460, B. P. O. ..
ver; W H. Wheeler, Minneapolis, Supreme Court now in session here anywhere, at any price, write me your
holds Its regular session on the secon
Attorney at law.
on
MexNew
should
call
the
on
time,
I can save you time District Attorney for Second Judicial and fourth
Minnesota; George Saxon, Alamosa,
requirements.
Wednesdays of each monu.
DlstrlcL
Colorado; Daniel H. McMillan, Den ican Printing Company and leave their and money.
brothers are invited and wel- Visiting
DAVID P. TAFF,
ver; a. Sinclair, Lawrence, Kansas orders.
Practices U the District Court an.i come.
NORMAN L. KING, I. ft.
MANUFACTURER OF
THE LAND MAN.
W. J. De Bruhe, Kansas City; E. J
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
A. J. FISCHER, Becy.
OF
JU8TICE
THE
PEACE
415
DOCKETS,
Kansas
East
Las
.wenue,
Vert,
also before the United State Supreme
Vegas.
DEALER IN
The New Mexican Printing Company TOPE K A,
KANSAS. Cewrt In Washington.
Claire.
Mexican Filigree
FRATERNAL UNION.
Clocks.
has
E. fa. Parker, Albuquerque; H. E.
prepared civil and criminal dockWatties,
Jewelry
5.- -i
Albuquerque, New Mexlto.
Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Campbell, Phoenix; T. S. Hubbell ets especially for the use of Justices
Unloi of America. Regular meetings
(Homestead Entry No. 6737.)
Perfecto Armljo, G. A. Brink, Alba of the peace. They are especially
and Hand Fainted China.
Notice for Publication.
first and third Mondays in each month
querque; John S. Fullerton, Socorro ruled, with printed headings, in eithe Department of the Interior, Land Ofat 8 o'clock p. m., odd Fellows' Hall,
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty, Navaho Rngi nd In- Frank Bond, Espanola; G. W. Bond, Spanish or English, made of good recOSTEOPATHY.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
San Francisco (treat Visiting Filtdian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Trinidad; A. Stern, Kansas City; R, ord paper, strongly and durably bound
Jan. 2, 1907.
ers welcome.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
J. Witherell, Denver; W. Ci McDon with leather back and covers and canNotice is hereby given that Juan
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA,
Fraternal
aid, Carrlzozo; H. L. Hazen, Newklrk, vas, sides, have full index In front and Montoya of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
DR. CHARLES A. WHEILON,
Master.
Withe-rly,the
fees
of
W.
of Justices
L.
the peace and has filed notice of his Intention to
Oklahoma;
Moriarty
1ENITO ALARID, Secy.
Osteopath.
H. W. Harrison, Albuquerque; A. C constables printed in full on the first make final five
No. 10$ Palace Ave.
year proof in support
CREGOnit) RAEL, Treas.
Voorhees, Raton; Walter Hicks, Kan page. The pages are 10x6 Inches. of his claim, viz. Homestead Entry Successfully treats aeute and chronls
saa City.
These books are made up n civil and No. 6737 made December 21, 1901, for disease! without
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
drugs or niedldaes.
Normandle.
criminal dockets, separate of 32 the SW
SE
NW
NE
Herewith are some bargains offered
No charge for Conaaltatloa.
H. Railey, Buckman; Cosme Mar nages each, or with both civil and NE
SW
and NW1-SE
Hours:
Mexican Printing Com
Phone ill. by the Nc-m., l- - p. m.
tinez, vaiieoito; J. w. Carter, Esna- criminal bound in one hook, 80 pages section 5, township 20 N., range 3 E.,
Code of Civil Procedure of the
pany:
nola; G. Garcia, Lamy; A. E. Beamer, civil and 320 pages criminal. To in- and that said proof will be made beTerritory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Bell Fourche, South Dakota.
troduce them they are offered at the fore register and receiver, at Santa
bound 1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Coronado.
Fe, New Mexico, on February 13, 1907.
following low prices:
Pleading forms, 85; Missouri Code
MINING ENGINEERS.
Xarclso Pino, Trinidad Otero, Al Civil or criminal
He names the following witnesses
$2.76
86; the two for 810; AdaptPleadings,
A.
D. Lallo, Jose de Lallo, Combined civil and criminal .... $4.00 to prove his continuous residence
buquerque;
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
cerrillos.
For 45 'tents additional for a single upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
docket, or 65 cents additional for a Elias Valdez, Esquibula Jiron, Manuel
leather, 83; 1905 English and Spanish
CONY T. BROWN,
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
c mbination docket, '.bey will he sent T. Roybal, Antonio A. Romero, all of
and Spanish pamphlet, 82.25; full
Mining
Engineer,
Mexico.
ine Bon Ton Lunch Counter has by mall or prepaid express. Casb In Pojoaque, New
Pamphlet, 82.75; full leather 83.50;
been repainted, and refurnished, and full must accompany order. State
MANUEL R. OTERO
wretary and Treasurer New Mexico Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pockot
Mines.
of
SehMl
Is now one of the best In the Terr!
Register.
two
iilaJnly whether English or Spanish
or
single,
New Mexico. Docket,
Boeerre,
tory. They handle everything in the printed heading is wanted. Address
more books, 81 each; New Mexico Suline
from
both
eastern and the iNew Mexican Printing Company.
TO AND FROM R08WELL.
eating
preme Court Reports, Nos 3 to 10, Inwestern markets. A call will convince
Connection made with Automobile
New .Mexican Wants bring results.
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
you that they know the business.
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
83.30 each; Compilation Corporation
The New Mexican Printing Company Automobile leave Torrance fir Ros CIVIL ENG'RS AND SURVEYORS.
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE. Is prepared to do the best of brief well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
One of the best fruit rancbei In work In short order and at
very reas at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosReports, full sheep, 86.60, delivered;
northern Santa Fe County, about twen- onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
full list school blanks.
ty miles from this city, Is for sale, have their briefs printed rapidly and at Torrance at 10 p. m. The tare beCORBET eV SMYTHE.
at a bargain. For particulars apply to correctly and to
r
Civil, Mining end Hyiraulls
SHORT ORDER MEALS.
House bn.'i: t t Trwftpresent them to the tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.66
.
Fe. Supreme Court now In session here and between Torrance and Roswell
. 1 Mai. Froat, Box No. OA. 8ant
to I .
L T-m
'I I
antltla1 nn a,
The best short order meals are now
Engineers.
Men
on
n automobile by Assaying and General Contracting.
lypwracriiwsiriiflar. JOOoesmeKemingronopcraraciiNew
time, should call on the New Mex- $10. Reserve seat
"j ti; comDii
being served at the Bon Ton Restauican Printing Company and leave theL-- wire.
J. W. STOCK ARD, ,
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
rant. The best cooks, and waiters are
New Mexican advertisers get trade. onrori.
Manager AutomoM'i Line. East side Plata... ..Santa Fe. N. M employed at this place.
esday

las

0J0 CALIEJJTE

HOT SPRINGS.

e

Rhrr-matism-

Bar-ane- a

l

4

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Kentucky Saloon.

sb

1

H. C.

Yontz

JEWELRY

,

4
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PERSONAL

O

v
MENTION
9

hlbros Certlflcados do Bonos, $1,
Mbros do Recibos Supervlsores de
Camlnos, 25c.
General Blanks.
Bond fo' Deed,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do-

sti?

Former Sheriff Thomas S. Hubtell,
of Albuquerque, wan registered at the
Claire yesterday. He came lo view
logical ive proceedings.

Our

Schnuf has returned to
Santa Fe after a visit of four months
to relatives In Chicago.- She Is a finest
at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
.ludKe A. .1. Abbott, attorney for the
Pueblo Indians, left this morning fori
business. He
S:iu Juan on official
will return tomorrow evening.
Juan Jose Salazar of has Vegas, arrived In the city early this morning,
summoned here by the death of his
sister, Mrs. W. II. Manderfield.
Cosine Martinez, a farmer and stock
raiser near Vallecito, was among the
visitors in the Capital today. He
came to visit relatives and purchase
supplier,
A. (', Voorhees, attorney nt Raton
and one of the oldest cllizens of the
(late City, spent today here on legal
Mr. Voorhees has many
business.
friends in the Capital.
Thomas X. Wilkerson, Albuquerque
of the Terriattorney and
torial Assembly, was attending to
legal mid personal business here yesterday and today.
A. R. Sanders of New York, advance
agent of the John Griffith Company,
presenting "Richard III.." was a vis-- !
iter yesterday in Santa Fe. The play
will be given at the local opera house!
Saturday.
W. C. MoDonnld, of Carrizozo, manager of the Carrizozo Uvo Slock Company and a member of the Cattle
Hoard, nrrvlert in the cliy last
night from the south and today attended a meet ins of the board.
Rev. E. McQueen Cray, Episcopal
missionary of the district composed
of the Pecos Valley, who has been in
the city for a week as the guest of
Governor Hagermau, left this morning for his headquarters at Carlsbad.
Professor Edmund J. Vert, preslent of, the New Mexico Normal I'niversity at East Las Vegas, arrived in
the city last night and registered at
he Palace. He came to attend the
meeting today of the Territorial Hoard
of Education.
John S. Fullerton, of Socorro, a
well known sheep raiser of that county had his name on the Claire Hotel
today.
register
Captain Fullerton
was captain of the Mounted Police for
one year and made an excellent offiMrs.

Announcement

AND TRY OUR
WE WANT YOU TO COME
GOODS THIS SEASON, AND WE KNOW THAT
WE CAN PLEASE YOU AND SAVE YOU MONEY.
T
OUR DEVELOPMENT.
FROM A SMALL LOCAL NURSERY TO ONE OF
THE LARGEST MAIL ORDER HOUSES IN THE
CITY, PROVES THAT OUR GOODS AND PRICES
ARE RIGHT.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
ANNOUNCEMENT POSSESSES CONTODAY'S
SIDERABLE INTEREST TO THE SHOPPERS. THE
PAST SEASON HAS LEFT US WITH A NUMBER
OF BROKEN LINES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT,
WHICH IT IS TO OUR INTEREST TO CLEAR
OUT, AND YOU TO PURCHASE.
YOU ARE ALL INVITED TO COME AND INSPECT
THESE GOODS AT AS EARLY AN HOUR AS
YOU CONVENIENTLY CAN, AND WE ASSURE
YOU THE FAIREST TREATMENT AND POPULAR PRICES.
WE WISH TO SAY THAT WE WILL HANDLE
THE FINEST GOODS IN THE CITY, AND PAY
STRICT ATTENTION TO EACH AND EVERY
ONE.

San-ilar-

MAIL ORDERS
REGARDING
NO MATTER IF YOU DO LIVE OUT IN THE
COUNTRY, YOU CAN HAVE ALL THE ADVANTAGES OF CITY RESIDENCE AND CITY SHOPYOUR
WITH
US
PING IF YOU ENTRUST

-

ORDERS.

zen.
'
Official Bond,
sheet.
of
Sale
Under Foreclosure
Notice
.Mortgage, full sheet.

MM llimiMMIWICMWIIMWMWWH

KK

O.

WINTER GROCERY
Fo

Fruits and Vegetables

i

of All Kinds in

Season.

2

wniy

A

fflfl

S. E. Corner Plata. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

2

BALLARD'S SNOW

2

LINIMENT

CURE

Would Scratch and Tear the Flesh
Unless Hands Were Tied Wasted
to a Skeleton Awful Suffering for

4

Winter Millinery

Miss A. Mugler.

nI

BUT FOR CUTICURA.

sician

V,ZYLW.

Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating,

WOOD-DAV- IS

HARDWARE CO.
j

228 San Francisco St.

:

:

Telephone 14

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND tRAMING
We make a specialty of

rBVELOPING, PRINT

INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders tiiven Promp
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
HOWLAND

The Price of Peace.
The terrible itching and smarting,
is
Inciden', to certain skin diseases,
almost instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents
For sale by all druggists.

&

CO.

"GOOD ROOMS."
can get a good room

CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
NEW MEXICO.
The New Mexican
Pnn'lnz Coin
pany has the largest facilities' nnd

most modern machinery for doing all

Affidavit,

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,

sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit Required of Claimant, 4 069
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit, 4102b,
Pinal Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony,
sheet.
Declaration of Application,
sheet,
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet,
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Entryman,
full
Final Homestead Proof,
sheet.
sheet,
Sheep Contracts,
1903, English or Spanish,
pamphlet,
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leather, $3.50. Postage, Leather, 16c, pa-

SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS PURCHASED NOW.

Commencing Monday, Jan. 21st.
CORSET COVERS

CHEMISE

PETTICOATS

DRAWERS

NIGHT GOWNS

WAISTS

For Half

a Century the

Goods

House

Phone

No. 3ft.

Leading Dry

P. O. Box 219.

o

the City,

in

CHARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.

I

Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds, Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
San Francisco St.

306--

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

PUNE

j. S.
Phone 26.

GOOD

II).

-

& COMPANY

THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26

per, 14c.

Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leath
er, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
$9.50,

7c.

e

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF
EASTERN CANNED GOODS
ALSO
NEW PANCAKE rLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had
mmmmmammum

Hi

$3.00.

Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Notification of Change In AssessAMERICA'S LEADING TRAGEDIAN
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
sheet.
Agreement,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
ami a superior company In a majestic
sheet.
Application for License,
revival of Shakespeare's imsheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
mortal tragedy
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
KING
Bond
of
Appearance, (District
sheet,
Court),
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
THE
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
New Fire Proof Scenic Equipment
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
Novel Electrical Effects,
sheet.
Rich and Correct Costuming plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detaiiner, SumStartling Battle Tableaux and Every
sheet.
mons,
Advantage.
sheet. .
Replevin Bond,
Seats on Sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
Execution Forcible Entry and De- Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
Miscellaneous.
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1

treat mm,

Kg-be- rt

e,

Conn, April 22, 1J05."

Complete External and Internal Treatment for Every
Humor, from 1'lmplea U Scrofula, from Infancy to Age,
t,
fiOc,
CfiiiWting of Cutluuri Soap, V5r., Ointment, 25c.
per vial
4Uc. (in form if Chocolate Coated l'illa,
of flit), niav be had of alldrugfjUti. A linKleietofteucuru.
Burton.
Sole
&
Props.,
otter !rii(E ('hem. Corp.,
triluinX Frw," How to Cure Baby Humor."

f

CALIF,

at the
Hotel Normandle at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
You

A BIG

IS

LADIES

CUT PRICES IN

St.

--

FURNITURE

....

Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,

RICHARD

AND GET PRICES.

CALL

2

THIRD

2

D. S. LOWITZKI.

4

2

each.

Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
each.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full
sheet.
4
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
J
sheet.
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
sheet.
English,
Application for Mariage License,
sheet.
Spanish,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
postage, 17c.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
pstage, 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
C. CROUCH,
MARSHALL
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
Hear him at the High School Hall
for License, Retail LiApplication
Thursday night at 8 o'clock. Tickets quor License,
sheet.
Mi cents, now
on sale at Ireland's
Application for License, Game and
Pharmacy.
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00
English and Spanish, 100 In Book, 75c.
Warrant,
County Superintendent's

Just received a full line of White
for Reception and Evening Hats.
220 San Francisco

Sale!

Out

2

worse than the
others. Then I called another physi
cian. Still he grew worse. At the end
of about a year and a half of suffering
he grew so bad I had to tie his hands
in, cloths at night to keep him from '
scratching the soresand tearing the (lesh.
"He got to be a mere skeleton, and
vraa hardly able to walk. My Aunt
advised me to try Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. So great was her faith in
it that she gave me a small piece of
Soap to try and a little of the Ointment. I took it home without any
faith, but to please her I tried it, and
it seemed to dry up the sores a little.
" I sent to the drug store and got a
cake of the Soap and a box of the
Ointment and followed the directions,
and at the end of about two months
the sores were all well. He has
never had any sores of any kind since.
"He is now strong and healthy,
and I can sincerely say that only for
your most wonderful remedies my
precious child would have died from
those terrible sores. I used only one
cake of Soup and about three boxes
Mrs.
of Ointment.
(signed)
Sheldon, R. F. I)., No. 1, Wood-vill-

510 South Broadway

I08 ANGELE8,

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

2

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

THE

OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF

JOHN GRIFFITH

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and
...

LEGAL BLANKS.

SATURDAY, FEB'Y. 2

Over a Year Grew Worse Under
Doctors Skin Now Clear.

but the sores grew
worse. Then they
began to come on
his arms, then on
other parts of his
body, and then ono
came on Ms cnest,

IE

ANNUAL
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
SALE

OPERA HOUSE

Hardware
-

K.

Ml

2

AMUSEMENTS

"My little son, when about a year
and a half old, began to have sores
come out on his face. I had a phy

Oil--

-

2

e

WOULD HAVE DIED

: I At

903-

e

Specialty.

Water Supplies

INCORPORATED

2

Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a voldor's Itecorded Brand,
sheet.
ume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks,
each.
Postage 25c.
lOo.
per Book.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Postage, 45c.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
oheet.
J. P. Criminal Docket,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
45c.
$2.75.
Postage,
sheet.
.1. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $1.00. Postage 55c.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, Full Sheep, $C.50. Postage 25c.
Relail Liquor License, 50 in Book,

BABY COVERED

Si j

i856

1907,

29,

2

cial.
kinds of Printing and Minding In first-clas- s
Dr. 0. W. Harrison, of Albuquersiyle. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
que, president of the Territorial Board
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book
of Health, reached 'the 'city last night work a specialty
Best Book Bindery
from the south. He is interested in in tho Southwest.
,
matters concerning the medical proAmended Location Notice,
sheet,
fession in the Territory before the
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
Legislative Assembly and will remain
here several days.
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Judge Daniel H. .McMillan, of Den
ver, reached the city last eveTitle Bond of Mining Property,
ning and 1s registered at 'the Palace sheet.
Hotel. Judge McMillan was a former
sheet.
.Mining Deed,
resident of Socorro and held the posheet.
Mining Lease,
sition of Associate Justice of the TerCoal
Statement, 12
Declaratory
ritorial Supreme Court for some years. iheet.
with
The Judge is respected and liked
Statement
Coal Declaratory
wherever known in New Mexico.
Power o( an Attorney,
Ceorge U. Craig, of Albuquerque, Affidavit and Corroborating Non-Mi- n
was a visitor yesterday and today in eral Affidavit, 2 sheet.
the CapKal. In came on Legishitiv.!
sheet.
Notice or flight to Water,
business and left th'.n afternoon for
Title Bond and Incase of Miuiug
home. This was Mr. Craig's1 first vic.it Property,
sheet.
to Santa Fe and he was much
Forfeiture of Publishing Out. of No
I lea: cd
with the m try sights of
sheet.
tice,
He l.i a justice of
interest.
sheet.
Affidavit, of Assessment
Stock Blanks.
tip peace in the IlM'ce City.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven-

"M. V." BUTTER

of

Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Mining Blanks.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
si
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
sheet.
Satlsfacton of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
WILL
sheet.
Charlie Mortgage,
RHFU1MATISM.
OUTS, OLD
Warrant to Apprlasers, full sheet.
SOKKS, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
SUIT JOINTS, NliURALGIA,
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
SCALDS, liTZ.,
sheet.
G. A. FrieJel, Dalian, Tex.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
writes: "I use Ballnrd'H Snow
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Liniment fur my family. It
is tlm best Liniment made.
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
It relieves burns aiulseaklH.'
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
25c, 50c and $1.00
sheet.
sheet.
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
Option,
Notice of Protest,,
sheet.
ST. IXJUIS, MO,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
Sold and Recommended by
sheet.
Claim Deed,
Quit
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Application for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sjieet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Now selling nt, and below cost ossheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
trich pinnies, fancy wings and feathsheet.
Relinquishment,
ers all at a bargain. Felt hats at.
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
your own price. Call early and select
Homestead Application, 4 007,
Hie cream of the lot.
sheet.

'

NATHAN SALMON

ESTABLISHED

2

H.

JANUARY

TUESDAY,

4

;

xxcoaromi,TBD

i

Cartwight & Bro.
WHOLESALE 6R0CERS
H. B.

Grain. Floor cad

Potatoes Stationery.

Patent Medicia and 6rocor' Sundries.
PftOMTT ATTINTMN

WVM

MAIL

NNM.

2

and

Mollnea

MRS. LYNG.

Com' have all the facilities for turning out
The New Mexlcau Printing
class of work, Including one of
pany hus on haLd a large supply ol every

writing tablets and scratch 'pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
iud cheaper If ordered In larger quan
titles. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
jbtalhable, aod you are getting dbuble
50 in Book, 35c.
worth when buvlng.
your money
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Spanish, 50 in Book, 26c.
The New Mexican can do printing
Poll Books for City Election, 8
to that done In any of the large
equal
40c.
pages,
cities. Our solicitor; Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
(Continued on Page B.)
2

Plumes, Laces

AJTTA Mfc, M.

tbe best binderies in the west,

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates, for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company,
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Don't forget our targe and complete
bindery and Job department. .. All
work bandied in the most
manner. One trial make you
permanent customer.

t

TUESDAY,

JANUARY

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1.

Southbound leaves Santa Fe

1:20

p. m.
No. 2. Northbound

Fe 5:40

arrives

Santa

p. m.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426. Eastboiind leavea Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:30 p. ra.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA

& SANTA

Branch-Arriv-

e

at Santa Fe Station.
No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

10:40 a. m.
fi: 50 p. in.
11:15 p. m.

Depart from Santa Fe Station.
No. 720
8:15 a.
No. 722
4:20 p.
7:40 p.
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers
and 2 east and No, 3 limited west
Lnmy.
No. 724 conects with No.

1

m.
m.
m.
10

at

west at

I. a my.
No. 724 connects with NoJ and 8
southbound and 9 west at lamy.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
N'o. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Aiimniicrqiie to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No 721. leaves Lnmy at 9:10 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west nt Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
east.

RiiMnD niTV
minim u i
1

1

Tnninc

lunuoj

Sisters of Charity bazaar February
4th-9r-

Ross has joined the force of
tonsorial artists at the Plaza Barber
He came here from El Paso.
Shop.
A larse number of elegant prizes
will be offered at the bazaar to the
held at
Academy next week
under the auspices of the Sisters of
Charity. The affair Is for a worthy
cause and should be well patronized.
The probate court of Santa Fo
County held a session yesterday, Probate Judge Antonio Alarid presiding.
Probate Cleric George V. Armijo was
at his post. The final report of David
Rodriguez and Felix Rodriguez, administrators of the estate of the late
Sinforosa R. de Sena, was presented
and ordered approved. According to
the report of the administrators
the
eslnto yielded J250 which had been
applied to paying accounts.
Narciso Sanchez and wife of Alcalde, reached the city Saturday night.
.Mr. Sanchez Is sheriff of Rio Arriba
County and his home is at Alcalde.
He brought with Mm an Indian of
the Santa Clara Pueblo who is charg
,T.

SATTTA

1907.

29,

M.

ed with meddling with private affairs
of certain citizens. The Indian was
examined yesterday forenoon before
Judge McFie and gave bond in the
sum of $100 for his appearance at the
next term of the district court of
Rio Arriba County.
Today Sheriff
Sanchez and wife left for the City of
Mexico for a visit. They expect to
be absent about four or five weeks
and will return home about the last
:
ot February.
All should hear the famous lecturer,
Marshall C. Crouch, at High School
Hall, Thursday night, January 31, on
"The Simple Life and the Contagion
of Hurry." Tickets, 50 cents; now on
sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
In today's Issue Adolph Selignian
has a change of ad. Those contemplating a new spring suit should not
fail to Inspect the samples at this
store before giving an order.
Karl Lehmann, field secretary of
Endeavor
the Colorado Christim
Union, will speak at the Presbyterian
Church on Thursday evening at 7:45
o'clock. The public is cordially invited to attend the lecture.
"Resolved, That women should be
allowed to vote and hold ollice," is the
title of a debate vh!ch will be the
feature of the literary program which
will be given Friday afternoon mder
the auspices of the High School Literary Society.
A basketball game !s being planned
for one evening next week at the
opera house between teams of the
High School and Young Men's Association. Both quintets are practicing
hard in anticipation of a close match.
Julius H. Oerdes has won the esteem of the High School students md
especially the members of the baslu t
ball team by making them a present
of a complete basketball outfit.
Manager Frank Owen, of the Santa
Fe Light and Water Company, has
agreed to furnish electric light for
the quarters of the Young Men's Association free of charge which is greatly
appreciated by the members.
High School boys who are aspirants
for places on the baseball team have
begun training, and the indications
are that the club will be stronger the
coming season than ever before. Sufficient money has been collected V
subscription from the business men
to pay for uniforms and other accessories.
The' Sisters of St. Vincent's Hos.
pital and Sanitarium State that they
did not know until aftfr their arrangements were completed for holding the
bazaar the first week in February that
the Santa Fe Elks had arranged to
give entertainments two evenings of
he same week. They say that although they cannot very well close
the bazaar these two nights they are
going to endeavor to prepare a program that will not affect the attendance at the Elks' entertainments.
They are extremely anxious to avoid
doing anything that would work
against ihe success of the show because the Elks have always been
among their best friends in every
I

JKJ.

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

New Spring Samples Are In
Come In and See Them

EHLE'S

'ROME METAL WARE,'
COFFEE POTS.

In

Leave

You are not so liable

to spend

It

needlessly;
You can make it earn for you 4
interest if you deposit it here for a

given time,
Are these not excellent reasons why
deposit account
with us?
you should begin a

REAL

SANTA
LEGAL

FE

BLANKS.

(Continued from Page

HABERDASHERY
jms

v

r.

4.)

Poll Books for Town Election, 8
pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Directors, 4, G, and 8 pages, English and
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c,
Poll Tax List, 4, 0, and 8 pages.
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
in Book, Spanish, 25c each.

Signs, Card Board.
"For Rent".,
15c each
10c each
"Board"
"For Sale"
10c each
10c each
"Lodging"
"For Rent or Sale"
25c each
25c each
"Board and Lodging"
"Minor's Law"
50c each
50c each
"Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" 50c each
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
School Blanks.
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportionment of
School Funds,
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportion,
sheet.
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Contract Between Directors and
sheet.
Teachers,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet,
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet.
Prices.
On
or
sheet each
i .05
10
Full Sheet, each
25
Sheets, per dozen
35
Sheets, per dozen
C5
Full Sheets, per dozen
1.75
Sheets, per hundred
Sheets, per hundred..:... 2.50
4.00
Full Sheets, per hundred
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
On an order of EOO hundred
price.
blanks, customers' business card will
be printed under filing without extra
cost.
Size of Blanks,
Inches.
Sheet, 7x8
x 14 Inches.
Sheet, 8
Full Sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Cash Must Accompany All Orders- 2
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FINE RIGS

VX WW
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code ol Civil Procedure ot the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, 11; papor bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forma, )i; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two tor 10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.26; lull
leather, $3; CheriC'i Fiexlble-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more oooks, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive1 $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws 75c; Compilaittion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50;
full list school blanks.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed In
blank form by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sola
New Mexican Printing Comby th
pany at low rates and In quantities to
suit purchaser.

THE NEW MEXICO

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

MfBilla Valley.

Four full
college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses In agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military Instruction by an officer ot the U. S.Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 teet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College,

j

Il ls Much Cheaper

a

---

'LISK'S"

IMPERIAL
ROASTERS.

good deal quicker and much more satisfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs. Pueblo, Trinidad. Uaton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque. Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reasonable than the telegraph.

I. SPARKS,

Mamger.

ENAMELED

"PENINSULAR" RANGES.

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,

MUSIC CABINETS.

EYE

MAPLE

BED

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

CABINETS.

OAK CHINA

Plumbing Depa ment
We take pleasure in placing at the disposal of our palrons, the services
of our Plumbing Department, under the management of Mr. J.
Crowley,
who has had wide experience in this sphere of
activity, In New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We will be pleased to submit estimates 011
proposed work.

'Phone 83.

WW

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
The Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Manufacturing Company.
A line and extensive assortment of
the latest styles of jewelry has Just
Deen purchased and will be gold at
the lowest possible rate for first class
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
genuine and as represented. The
manufacture of Mexican illigree Jewelry is a specialty the finest and
best work ic that line is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
breast pins, In gold or silver, filigree
work manufactured at home and in
the shops of the company by special
design and to suit customers in short
order and from the finest gold.
Souvenir spoons, includes
uel Church stamps. In
great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factory
208 Don
Ga3par Avenue, Laughlin
building.
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FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

ind

GRAIjV, POTATOES,
'f

SALT and sEEDs.

N.MONDRAGON, Mgr.
The New Mexican Printing Company
Is prepared to furnish cards de Tisite
for ladles or gentlemen on short no-

THE ONLY EXCLUfclVf BRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

Ft,

NEW MEXICO.

tice, in first class style at reasonable
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican
Printing Co
The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of
pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere
We will
sell them at Ave cents In book form,
The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work ot that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samDles
and prices.

HENRY KRICK

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL
much the largest aeset we hare

ia our buiiieu.

If"
To have our

customer aay to their frienda, "Every atatememt made

7 8. Spits

can be relied upon" ia the very best reoommemdttioi ire ean atrire
for.

Reliability

in

our watehword and efery aale

only after the purchase prove

satiafaction to buy at

we make ia cloaed

entirely aatiifaetory,

itort lit ibis,

imy

It

ia a great

article eamea with

it our fnaramt.

6olt Agent For

Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M,
Telephone No. 38

SODA WATER

C

SPTTZ

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

!

Any Flaver You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.

A. W.

gpiegelberg- -

257 San

CITY BOTTLING

Francisco Street.

WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

PLAZA

WILLIAM

Be-le-

V

ww

WW WW

N. M.

A

M

BIRDS
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THE

Everything in Lace Curtains at

AND CAKE

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

'PHONE 132.

Institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful

SPRING 1907.

'BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

GRATERS

BEAN POTS.

LIBRARY

MAHOGANY

CARRIAGE SERVICE

An

Lace Curtains

MISSION

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

CHAS.

w
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LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
S

MEAS-

'AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

POUNDERS.

NMN

FIRST-CLAS-

AND

GCUPS.

GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

SETS.

LIVERY STABLE

the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

BOSTON

WARE.

Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:

THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Line

ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

COOK'S

URING

STEAK

STOCK-BOILER-

Out Futnitutz Department Offers

Santa Fe Livery Stable

rap-Idl- y

When in Need of Anything in

IMPORTED

MAKERS.

The New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers who deBlank ButchersShipping Certifi- sire to have their briefs printed
cates for sale by the New Mexican
and correctly and to present
Printing Company.
them to the Supreme Court now In
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
Subscribe for the Dally New
and get.'Jie news.
and leave their orders.

NO. 9

CROIX"
KNIVES.

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

-

CALL UP 'PHONE

TURQUOISE" ENAMELED

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED

Subscribe for the Dally New Mexl
can and get the news.

Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank afford.

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

'DAISY"

Your Measure With Us

BUFFALO"
ERS.
'ANTI RUST,"

'SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

2

You know It Is safer;

TEA AND

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

'LA

4

Is worth more to you than a dollar
your pocket, because

Timely Suggestions,
There Is no part of the home, that should receive more attontion, In
equipping the name, than the kitchen.
This is triKi, whether w employ a chef or attend lo the culinary duties
personally, and much of the happiness of the home depends on the anility
of the cook, for whether we are epicures or not, good cooking Is Indispensable.
An
household, uses
appliances, for, "That which today is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," in this progressive world,
and this applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will be obvvous.

Hee are a Few Suggestions.

4

A DOLLAR IN BANK

nvr

Dine

BARBER
PARSC-.S-

SHOP

Indian and Mexican Wares

,

Prop.
Leading Tonsorial Parlor In 8anta Fe.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuks.
Htlr Cutting a Specialty. Three FirstClass Barton.
East Side of Plaza, South et Pnata)
Telegraph Office.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors

m

Curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO:
.To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

Blankets,
OUR

MEN'S SUITS TO ORDER

--

The only

first-clas- s

in city.

Second to none in Territory.
Four
artists : : ;
Electrical Baths
$1.60
Other Baths
25
first-clas-

s

....

Parlors Located West Side Plana

W. H.

KERR, Proprietor

The new book of sam pies for Spring and Summer
Of ED. V. PRICE AND COMPANY,
has just been
received; Quality Better and Prices Lower than last
year. Perfect Fit Guaranteed or Money Cheerfully
Returned.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

-

W
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SATA FE
OISTURBED THE CONGREGATION
Tlie person who disturbed the congregation last Sunday by continually
roughing Is requested to buy a bottle
of Foley's Honey and Tar, The Ireland Pharmacy.

ADQUARTERS
Ordi m4

for WMding

iauummtwmm
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Does coffee
with
you?
disagree
Then try Dr.
Probably It does!
Shoop'a Health Coffee. "Health Coffee" is a clever combination of parched cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
real coffee, remember, In Dr. Snoop's
Health Coffee, yet its flavor and
tasto matches closely ol.l Java and
If your stomach,
Mocha Coffee.
heart, or kidneys can't stand coffee
drinking, try Health Coffee. It is
wholesome, nourishing and satisfying.
It's safe even for the youngest child.
Sold by Cartwright-DaviCo.

own
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Mercantile Stationery
BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

:

:
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:

:

New Mexico.

.

parture to take place at the conclusion
of the ceremony.
In order to give prominence to Leonn
air'nini'iiiii'iiiiiiyinniHiinHtinini'ii'i'iiin'iHi
jiisnoit in becoming a princess on her
way to a throne Prince Metzgar was
Original.
Inuring tb curnival at Nice, when provided with ample means for a
grand wedding, Herr P.islioff also be-- i
people from i?. parts of (lie world vir!
lug given a good sum from the royal
a
wearmakinrr merry,
masted figure
treasury. A large party of court of-- '
ing tl).' dress of Mcphistoplieles, catch- licials were to attend (lie
wedding,
ing sight of a shapely and graceful one of whom especially represented
girl with two flaxen braids hanging the king and bore a magnificent weddown her back- -a Marguerite follow- ding present. When the prince and his
ed her. The girl noticed that she was suit arrived, as was proper under the
pursued by the demon and pretended circumstances, he met his
to be very much In dread of him. I'or alone. Being ushered into the room
an hour or more she made efforts to where she awaited him. he made a few
elude bim, being assisted by her steps forward, then stopped.
Leona
friends, who found great sport tu the started, and the two stood looking at
demou chaHing Marguerite and Mar- each other in astonishment.

iA

Stepping Slone
Co a o nrone r

"Marguerite!"
guerite dodging the demon. Finally the
girl was withdrawn from the game
"Mephlstopheles!"
The prince, after a brief Interview,
and taken to a cafe for supper. Then
came the fiend and sat at the next ta- emerged, and nt high noon the same
ble. All being unmasked, Mephistoph-ele- s day the wedding took place.
The
discovered a friend In Margue- groom smarted for the const where lie
rite's party and secured an Introduc- was to take ship for his station, and
tion. Then occurred the strange anom- the bride retired to her apartments.
Just before the steamer bearing
aly of a love affair between the devil
Prince Metzgar sailed a veiled lady
and the country girl.
Soon after another affair of the heart alighted from a carriage on the dock
was brought about, also by an episode and went aboard. She was the bride,
between strangers. The king of Wis-- 1 From her husband's station she wrote
seuburg while hunting became thirsty her sovereign begging forgiveness for
and, seeing a well house by the road- preferring to remain a princess rather
side, turned in for a drink, followed' than become a queen.
The king was
by all his retinue. A maiden was draw-- j of course enraged, but when finally he
In;,' water at the time, and, as It was learned the prelude to the story betook
not meet for a king to drink from a the couple Into favor. The king is still
bucket and there was no cup, the girl unmarried.
IIAKHIKT B. I,EH.
offered one of her own construction,
Putting her two hands together, cup
PHYSICAL EXERCISE.
fashion, she lowered them into the
bucket till they were filled, then offer-e- Effect of U.ixtnti on (lie
iiik!
the king a drink.
Moral l'uciillf(.
the
Xow,
king was very thirsty, and
Boxing is an exercise which is not
the maid was very pretty, and her only of the most marked benefit in a
bands were white and soft, for she was purely physical way, but it is of the
no peasant, but the daughter of a counutmost value as a means of training
try gentleman, Herr Bishoff, who lived the mental and moral faculties. One
on the estate on which the well was of the most unfortunate
whimsicalities
situated. His majesty drank all the of our very whimsical
Is the prejuday
in
water
the Improvised cup, then ask- dice against boxing as a
sport and
ed for more, and more, till it looked exercise. There Is no
in which
sport
as If he would drink the well dry, but there is
provided such splendid exersuddenly, noticing that the eyes of his cise for body and mind and
spirit as
retinue were upon him, he desisted, in boxing.
thanked the girl and rode away.
The physical Influence of boxing is
All that day, all night and the next
superb.
Every muscle and organ is
day the king kept quaffing Imaginary brought into active use.
So far as
drafts of water from an Improvised
mentality Is concerned, the perception.
cup formed of the two shapely hands
Imagination, judgment, discretion, self
of a young girl whose lustrous eyes
confidence, Aggressiveness' and will are
were the while looking Into his. He all
into active and rapid use.
was not married, though one of his The brought
boxer who falls in perceiving his
foreign ambassadors was at the time opponent's Intention, who misses in
negotiating for the hand of a foreign judging the power or reach of his blow,
princess.
who Is lacking in self confidence, will
Suddenly he ordered all negotiations power or
aggressiveness, who fails for
broken off. He had foiyned a plan. one moment
to remember nil the weak
He would ennoble the girl who had
of the man against whom he Is
points
given him to drink from the cup of working that boxer is
likely to fail, to
flesh and blood and marry her. But lose
what we all value that is, repuwhen he came to propose the plan his
tation, public confidence and income.
prime minister thought that the eleva- Among the many sports and games
tion would be too sudden; that the which are of value in
training the
king's prestige would suffer. He pro- mind I
boxing as by all means
place
posed instead that the lady should the most valuable. W. It. 0. Latson,
many a prince of the blood, be divorced M. V., lu Outing Magazine.
without having lived with her hus- band and step from the title of princess
An Extraordinary Migration.
to that' of queen.
The king fell in
One of the greatest mysteries to sciwith the plan at once, though It would
entists, one for which there seems to
occasion delay In his nuptials.
An be no reasonable
explanation, Is that
ambassador was dispatched to the es-- 1
the migration of the lemtate of Herr Bishoff, the father of the concerning
ming, or Norway rat. Instead of takking's choice, to make known the ing place once a year, these migrations
intention.
Of course Herr occur
king's
only once in eleven years. When
Bishoff was delighted with the plan
the time comes for the exodus the litto make his daughter, Leona, a queen tle animals
Journey westward from
and assented at once.
The girl, Scandinavia,
allowing nothing to stop
strangely enough, was opposed to it. their movements, which virtually
When giving her hands for a cup to amouut to a
flight. They
the king she had given them to him as swim the lakesheadlong
and rivers and climb
her sovereign. The king, being ill the highest mountains in Incalculable
favored, made upon her a disagreeable numbers, devastating the whole counimpression. However, it was not pos- try through which they travel. Natusible for her to understand the will ralists attribute the movement to some
both of her king and her father, and Inherited
memory of a flight to escape
the temptation to become a queen was an
expected
cataclysm, but this seems
of course very great.
somewhat far fetched.
Prince Metzyar, a distant cousin of
the king, was selected to be the stepAn Old Roman Mint.
ping stone on which Leona Bishoff
A completely equipped Roman mint
should mount to a throne. An objec- was discovered In a cave iu the neightion was raised by the king that the borhood of Kayosovar, Hungary. Beprince was a handsome fellow, wild and sides crucibles, which still contained
hard to manage. Possibly he might bronze, there were three dies for the
make trouble. But the ministers urged production of gold coins, dies of sliver,
that no woman would choose to re- bronze and iron ore and 300 coins. The
main the wife of a mere prince with- Investigation made showed that the
out prospects when she could be a workshop dated from the first century
queen.
Besides, there was no other of the Christian era. A number of
person of royal blood available. So It neatly worked earrings, bracelets and
was arranged that the wedding should other objects of bronze, as well as
take place and the prince should be tools, such as hammers and tongs, were
ordered to n foreign station, his da- - also found.
i
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Railway Company.

TO

his railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
now open for
Due notice will
be given of opening of other extensions.
The line of

M., including the Koehler Branch, is
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic.

The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and '
Pueblo is Via the

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

Train
No.
3

Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to ru;es, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address

Tit-Bit-

4
4
4
5
5
5
5

S. S. McBRIDE,

Agt.

Santa Fe,

6

N. M.

30
40
25
35
00
20
45
55
20
45

Dist. from

p. m
p. m.

p. m.
p. in.
p. m.
p. m.

13

Arrive

20
23
33
41
47

Leave.
Arrive.

Commercial Bank Books

and Briefs for Lawyers.

Arrive

Clifton

Arrive,

Preston
. .
.'

Koehler June
Koehler
Verraejo.
..Cerrososo
Cimarron

.

,

. .

Leave (c).
Leave. . . .
Arrivtt. . . .

Connects

No.

.Raton

Leave (a)
.
Leave.

p ui.
p in.
p, in,
n. in.

Train

STATIONS

Raton

1 .

It.--

, .

Leave

U

40 a. in.

.

Arrive

11

Arrivej
Luave
Leave

11
10
9
9

10
30
25
45
25

,

Leave

FOR RKNT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, near capital. M.
C. Miller.

Roswell Automobile Co

FOR RENT Furnished house of
seven rooms and bath. Good location,
Inquire at New Mexican.

Mall and Passenger Line between Island train due at 2 a. m.
Roswell, N. M and Torrance, N. M
Running time between the two
U. S. Indian
daily Sunday Included, connection points 5 hours, meals furnished
at
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of
charge.
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Excursion parties accommodated by
FOR SALE Almost new, a fine lot
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days in
of kitchen, dining room, parlor and
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock advance.
bed room
furniture. Prices below
Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known and
cost, Apply at New Mexican.
Best Machines for all pur poses on the market.
cook-- .

WANTED A woman
dress, Employes' Club,
School, Santa Fe, N. M.

Ad

UNIVERSITY
PROFESSOR DIES SUDDENLY.

CHICAGO

Two of the best known and best
machines for all purposes on the

Chicago, ill!., Jan, 29. Professor
Wither S. Jackson, dean of the School
of Education, at the University
of
Chicago, died today after an illness
of less than twenty-fou- r
hours.
If you cannot afford to say for a
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week' doings.
It is t
good paper to send to vour friends.
New Mexican advertisers

get.

Address all communications and
quiries to the

Roswell Automobile Co.
Roswell,

trade.

lew

Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
Having been sick for .the past two
years with a bad stomach trouble, a
friend gave me a dose of Chamberlain's Sitomach
and Liver Tablets.
They did me so much good that I
bought a bottle of them and have
used twelve bottles in all. Today
am well of a bad stomach trouble.
fcrs. John Lowe, Cooper,
Maine.
These tablets are for sale by all

New Mexic.

Itto Emuioyini Bureau
AND

REALTY

1

COMPANY.

drug-glut-

f

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Why Colds Are Dangerous.
It you would be immune from disease, keep the system healthy. Each
successive cold weakens the constitution and renders infectious diseases
more liable. Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy will curd your cold promptly
and restore tne system .o its normal
condition. For sale by all druggists.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Money Lent
Approved Security.

Estate Bought, Sold and fcxthanrjed.
on
RENTS COLLECTED

Business

Why Suffer From Rheumatism?
Do you know that rheumatic pains
can be relieved?
If you doubt this
just try one application of Chamberlain's Pain Balm. It may not give
you relief from pain but will make

of

AM

TAXES

tts

Non-Rcsio- V

PAID.

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nice 7 Room House. Lage
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
FftHt Trees.
--

rest and sleep possible and that certainly means a great deal to any one
afflicted with rheumatism,
For sale
by all druggists.

lo

103

Avwim.

Nt.

1M.

THE FLORIST
CUT FLOWERS ALWAYS ON HAND
FLORAL DESIGNS FOR PARTIES, FUNERALS, ETC.
Mail Orders

Promptly Attended to
Colorado, Phone 92.

CORNER

SEVENTH AND DOUGLAS
East Las Vegas
New Mexico

llllla Every Woman

Remington

is mwrobteu ana fliiouia Know
about me womieriui

MARVELWhirling Spray
ri.'be

uuvv

Vngliiul (yrlnire.

lent.U
Ark TOordnigrelitforit.
If lie cunnot tmnmv the
M A It V K L. accept no
ntlipr hut. RfMid Htamn fur
llhisfr.'Ui'tl hook scale il. It srhfei
full niirrimiliira and directions in- M AIIYKL 10,
ftlnatilo to lniltPB.
44 Kunt ttu Street Ac.nf Ul&k.

cleanses

m
mi
Iti, ..BV
utwuiiiriHav
WV!

REMINGTON

typewriter

American
Collection
Agency.

TYPEWRITERS
MEXICAN PSHNTIM CO

Santa V.

Mo fee charged
uulesa collection
la made. Wemak e
collections In all part, of the U. S.

ANTHONY

R. A.

n

413
TOPRRA,

P.WILSON, Attorney,
Kansas Avenue,
.

"
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Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
with El Paso
in Dawson, N. M., at 6:10 p. ni.
""Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
'lraok Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
(b)
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry..
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W- - A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
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S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.,
Croup can positively be stopped in
Denver, Colo
twenty minutes. No vomiting nothto
or
sicken
distress
child.
ing
your
A sweet, pleasant, and safe syrup,
called Dr. Shoop's Croup Cure, does
the work and does it quickly. Dr.
THE LAND OF ROMANCE.
Shoop's Croup Cure Is for Croup alone,
remember. It does not claim to cure
Spain and the lVviillur Temperament
a dozen ailments. Jt's for Croup,
of Jin 1'eople.
that's a)!. Soil by the Fischer
If I were asked to sum up the domiDrug Co.
nant Impression that the survival In
Spain of the old world mediaevalism
Piles get quick relief from Dr. makes, I should
say that Spain Is In
Shoop's Magic Ointment. Remember the precise and specific sense of the
its made alone for piles and it works word the home of romance. The spewith certainty and satisfaction. Itch- cial character of the Spanish temperaing, .painful, protruding, or blind piles ment and of Spanish 'developments In
disappear like magrC by its use, Try literature and In art is marked by a
it ind see. Fischer Drug Co.
quality, rising and sinking with the
rise and fall of liothlc, which we call
A CARD.
the romantic spirit a mixture, that is,
This Is to certify that all druggists of the mysterious and grandiose with
are authorized to refund your money the grotesquely bizarre of the soaringly
if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure Ideal with the crudely real, a mixture
your cough or cold. It, slops the which to us today has the cunning fascough, heals the lungs and prevents cination of art, but was really ou both
serious results from a cold. Cures la sides the natural outcome of the exgrippe coughs and prevents pneumon- periences and feelings of the men who
ia and consumption.
Contains no created It. This romantic spirit was
opiates. The genuine is in a yellow once the common possession of all
Refuse substitutes.
The Christendom, but the Spanish temperapackage.
ment peculiarly lent Itself to the roIreland Pharmacy.
mantic attitude, and It Is in Spain toHow to Avoid Appendicitis
day that we may catch Its final vanishMost victims of appendicitis are ing echoes. It Is the church, always
those who are habitually constipated. the most powerful stronghold of tradiOrino Laxative Fruit Syrup cures tion amoug any people, which enables
chronic constiuation by stimulating the stranger most vividly to realize
the liver and bowels and restores the how well the romantic spirit has been
Orino preserved In Spain.
natural action of the bowels.
Notwithstanding
Laxative Fruit Syrup does not nau- Invasions from without and revolutions
seate or grliie and is mild and pleas- from within, especially during the
ant to take. Refuse substitutes. The early years of the last century, Spain
Is still the country where the mediaeIreland Pharmacy.
val spirit of romantic devotion Is most
DANGER
AN INSIDIOUS
splendidly embodied and preserved.
One of the worst features of kidney Havelock Ellis In Atlantic.
trouble is that it Is an Insidious disThe Yankee In German Eye.
ease and before the victim realizes his
The Yankees are a joyous people.
danger he may have a fatal malady.
Take Foley's Kidney Cure at the first They are before everything optimists.
should they not be? They dwell
sign of trouble as it corrects Irregu- Why
larities and prevents Brlght's disease In a spacious land full of the treasures
and diabetes. The Ireland Pharmacy. of the earth. They are not overladen
with knowledge, but learn for practice,
It's a pleasure to tell our readers and during the greater part of the year
about a cough cure like Dr. Shoop's. a blue heaven stretches over them. For
For years Dr. Shoop has fought all those reasons the Yankees may 'well
laugh. The Americans are, moreover,
against the use of Opium, Chloroform, boru
humorlsts.-Beii- lu
Woche.
or other unsafe ingredients commonly
Dr.
found in cough remedies.
Slioop
Her Coiit.
it seems, has welcomed the Pure
Young Jobson is of an exceedingly
Food and Drug law recently enacstatistical tjirn of mind. He got marted, for he has worked along similar ried
lately, and at the railway station
For nearly he had
lines for many years.
his wife weighed; then he took
twenty years Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure out a little hand book and made scuie
containers have had a warning princalculations, muttering: "Wedding exted on them against Opium and other penses,
; railway expenses,
; dinarcotic poisons. He has thus made vide by
I say, my dear,
.
you have
to
mothers
for
it possible
protect cost me exactly fourpence halfpenny
their children by simply Insisting on a pound." London
having Di. Shoop's Cough Cure. Sold
by the Fischer Drug Co.
ot That Strao.
"Why don't you get up and give that
Special Announcement Regarding the seat to your father, Bobby?" repriNational Pure Food and Drug Law,
manded the woman. ''Doesn't It pain
We are pleased to announce that you to see bim reaching for a strap?"
"Not on a train." chuckled Bobby.
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
colds and lung troubles Is not affected Philadelphia Inquirer.
by the National Pure Food and Drug
Traitors are hated even by those they
law as it contains no opiates or other
harmful drugs, and we recommend It favor. Taelths.
as a safe remedy for children and
adults. The Ireland Pharmacy.
Lontlon'N KogfM.
November Is Loudou's worst month
for fogs. Dtirlug a good year the LonTo stop a cold with "Preventics"
is sat1!- than to let 'it. run and cure doner may have to breathe only fifty
Taken at the "sneeze fogs. In a very bad year he may have
it afterwards.
stage" Preventics will head off all to endure us many as eighty. London's
colds and Grippe, and perhaps save countless coal (ires, mingling soot with
you from pneumonia or Bronchitis. mist, concoct the Londoner's fog for
Preventics are little toothsome candy him. The great majority of fogs In
cold cure tablets selling in 5 cent the metropolis begin to form between
boxes. If yi u are chilly, if you begin 7 and 8 In the morning, just when most
io sneeze, try Preventics.
They will fires are being lighted.
surely check the cold and please you.
Sold by the Fischer Drug Co.
Why is It that there are so few
novels which can be read twice, while
How to Avoid Pneumonia.
all good poetry can be read over and
You can avoid pneumonia and other over? London
Saturday Review.
serious results from a cold by taking
Tlie very best place for a thoroughly
Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops the good book Is iu your head and your
cough and expels the cold from the heart. If It Is not worthy of being
system as it is mildly laxative. Re- kept there It is of little Importance
fuse any but the genuine in the yel- where it is
kept or how soon you get
low package. The Ireland Pharmacy. rid of
St.
Nicholas.
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who's behind them most as well as 1
do," he said to Nora. 'Toor lassies!
To think they'll soon have to be taking
some one else to town!"
"Who?" Norn said crossly. "Of course
you know. That was all make believe, your wanting me or wanting me
heed
to tell you things.
a word I'd say. I know men oh, a
whole lot better than they know themselves!"
"Xo doubt. That's u woman's privilege," Burrows said, smiling. "But I
really have not made up my mind.
There nre six girls, any of whom would
do mighty well. Trouble Is will any
of the six have me? I doubt It."
"1 don't, not the least.
Girls are
crazy to marry that is, the most of
them," Xora Interjected, then suddenly
"But tell me who they are
flushing.
that is, If I know them. You may be
meaning some strange bodies I never
beard of."
"There Is one you don't know, so I
shan't name her," Burrows said, with
a crafty smile. "Suppose I name them
alphabetically. What would you say
to Miss Alice Bane?"
"She shan't have you. She's a cat! I
hate her," Nora said suddenly, sitting
vry upright. . Burrows looked proper"How about Cora Eton?"
ly humbled.
Nora almost stamped her
lie asked.
foot.
"She's pretty enough, but the
greatest gabby.". To this Burrows answered only with an Inaudible chuckle,
uud for at least two minutes there was
no sound but the rataplan of hoofs.
Then Nora broke out: "I know Klfrlda
Vance Is on your list. Did you ever
eat a pie she made? I did once. It
almost killed me. If you take Elfrida
I shall think you want to commit suicide."
,
Frldy. Nobody can say that
about Susie Moran," Burrows said,
with another chuckle, this time out
loud. Nora shot a glance at him and
shrugged her shoulders, saylug: "No,
but if I wanted a pincushion I'd buy
It rathir than marry It. In five years
Susie Moran will be n perfect lump-wo- rse
than her mother, and Bbe's bad
enough, dear knows."
"See here! This is getting serious.
You are bcut on making me take the
girl you don't know," Burrows said.
"By-by-

for ages!" Burrows said. "Buf you
cau't see her, nor, I'm afraid, ever
know ber well, because, you see, she Is
yourself."
"Oh!" Nora said, looking - straight
ahead for a minute. When she begun
to speak again It was all about wall paper, Needless to say, the new Burrows house was finished entirely to her
liking.

The Onl Su)rratitioil.
The world Is full of superstition, and
one of the worst Is that the opal Is
This superstition arose
"unlucky."
when the "black death" swept Europe.
"At that time the opal was very popular, and some noticed that when a victim of the disease was dylug the opal
on the finger brightened and when he
was dead It became dull. Of course
Ibis took tbe popular fancy, ami at ouce
opals became "unlucky" and have remained so ever since. Very likely they
do not change at all on the lingers of
a dying person, aud the whole matter
is like that iuestlou which ouce caused
so much discussion In the scientific
world

I.

e., why Is It

that

when you

put a Huh In a bowl of water the
weight of the howl of water is not lu- ereased? Many learned answers were
given, but finally one duffer weighed a
bowl of water with uud without the
flsh In It and thus settled the matter,
DaitKeroiiH

(.ool

SleuNnre.

A well to do elderly gentleman living In one of tbe sulmros of Philadelphia Is known In the neighborhood as
something of a miser and has made

himself extremely unpopular with

lo-

cal tradesmen by always pleading for
"good measure" aud his slowness In
settling his bills. Quite recently he
was feeling 111 and consulted a physician, who wrote hint a prescription,
which. he took to a drug store near bis
home to have filled. "Be sure aud let
me have good measure, won't you, Mr.
Blank?" sulci he. with his customury
smirk, and a broad smile came over
the f;iee of the druggist as he read the
prescription. 'Tor once," be replied,
"I would he. glad to do it If 1 dared,
for if I put In one grain n.oro than
this prescription calls for y:-- would
tie nl In live minutes."-Ibllad- el
ih la

liecoid.

Nora nodded.

"Tell me what she's like," she said.
"But, of course, you think she's an angel."

"I do not. She's far from It," Burrows protested. "In fact, that's just
what she particularly Is not. She's not
exactly pretty either. I should call ber
rather winsome. She'll lead some man
a dance whoever Is lucky enough to
get her but the getting Is going to be
mighty well worth while."
"isshe tall?" Nora asked,
Burrows shook his head, saying:
"Just your height."
Nora looked thoughtful a minute.
"What sort of eyes and hair?" sbe demanded next. Burrows looked puzzled.
I don't just know-bro- wn
"Her hair oh,
sometimes ami, sometimes yellowyand ber eyes are all sorts of
blue, except tbe cold light blue that
makes you creepy. 1 can't describe her
nobody cau but she's a toast wherever she goes."
"You'll be Jealous," Nora said, look-luaway and biting ber lips.
Again Burrows shook bis head.
"She's the sort to be trusted," be
Raid. "I wish you could see ber. Then
you'd understand."
"You are an unfeeling wretch, pretending you wanted advice, even pretending so long that you wanted me,"
Nova crlod, "when you've been In love
with this creaturel Why can't I ever
see ber? I know she Is as bad as any
of the rest,, but I want to prove It."
"You are right. I have loved her, on,
is--

g

;

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Member Mas Drink There, but In
o Allowed to Eat.
The British house of commous has
its owu code In regard to the partaking of liquid and solid refreshments.
A member making a long speech may
take a drink, aud the bouse is liberal
enough not to care whether the color
of the contents of the glass Is white or
brown or black, whether. In fact, the
glass holds water or whisky or beer.
Air. Gladstone's egg flips, which his
wife carefully compounded for blm
and he brought to tbe bouse In a bot;
tle, are classic.
But woe betide the man who scorns
drink and must have meat. Contemporary recollection only recalls one member raid) enough to disregard this rule.
It was a number of years ago, In the
stormy time of tbe home rule debates,
that an Irish member, lu tbe small
hours of the morning, produced from
bis pocket a paper bag and drew out a
bun, which he proceeded calmly to
'
eat. The house was Instantly In an
uproar. There were loud cries of "Order! Order!" and that bun wag never
A
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Wychoff, Seamans &

Benedict

tlsed for an office boy. Tn consequence
be was annoyed for an hour by a
straggling line of boys of all sizes,
claiming various accomplishments.
"Well," he said to a late applicant,
"I suppose yon can read anything, and
write anything, and figure a little, and
use the typewriter a little, and"
"Naw!" interrupted tbe boy. -- "If I
could do all them things I'd strike yer
fer yer own Job. I ain't nothln' but an
office boy."
He got the position. Bohemian.
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Ctanrch Legend.
Queretaro was a town before the
Spanish conquest and was made a city
lu 1655. A legend of Queretaro Is that
an Otomlte chief, Fernando de Tapla
by name, undertook to convert tbe city
to Christianity In a way that seems
novel to us, but was common enougb
to his day. He came from Tula with
a challenge to tbe people of Queretaro
to a fair stand up light. If be won, the
people surviving were to be baptized.
The challenge was accepted, but while
tbe fight was in progress a dark cloud
came up aud tbe blessed Santiago was
Been In tbe heaveus with a fiery cross,
whereupon the people of Queretaro
gave up and were baptized. They set
up a stone cross to commemorate the
event on the site of the present church
of Santa Cruz. There Is scarcely a
church In Mexico which hag not a
of this kind attached to It.
leg-eu- d

MlDjndgeil.
The manager, of jm office had adver- -

ago of five years, nliout SO, and at the
agj of six years, about CO. These figures go to show that hens should never
be kept in the poultry yard more thau
four years, for after the lapse of this
time they do not yield a proper return
on tbe food they consume.

(ireut Ynlne of Honey.
"Houey, one of lie most nutritious
and delicate of foods, should be eaten
more than It Is," writes a cooking expert. "Bought In the comb, It is bound
to be unadulterated aud will keep one
Remedy For Excel In Eating:.
free from sore throat and bronchial
A hint to those who may thoughtI know a number of ladies
troubles.
lessly at some time or other Indulge In who use honey as a cosmetic.
They
excess In eating. If this Indiscretion apply it to the skin, rub It In well,
Ih committed, especially In high seathen wash it off with hot water. The
soned things with rich sauces, a draft result Is a finer complexion, a glowing
of cold water acidulated with lemon color, a youug, fresh
Post.
Juice will take off the sense of weight
at the stomach nud assist the digestive
HennKiired.
process by moderating tbe alimentary
"Did you hear that noise? What
fermentation.
can It be?" demanded the Janitor1 of
the fashionable apartment bouse.
Old FJnRlUh Election.
As an Illustration of tbe violence that
His wife went out Into the ball and
was once com mm during political returned. "It was nothing but a rat,"
campaigns in England Is a quaint bill sbe said.
from a lawyer after an election at
"Ah," sighed tbe janitor, greatly re
Andover lu 1768: "To being thrown out lieved, "I thought It was a child."
of the Oeorge inn, Andover, to my Bohemian.
legs bebig thereby broken, to surgeon's- A Clone Fonrth.
bill and loss of time and business,
"My wife thinks a good deal of me."
!00."
"That's nice."
A Lnopbole.
"Yes; next to the baby and the
"But Tommy," said his mother, poodle and the rubber plant I'm all to
"didn't your couscience tell you you the mustard with ber." Louisville
were doing wong?"
"Yes'm," replied Tommy, "but I
don't lielleve everything I near," PhilI wish t was as sure of anything as
adelphia Press.
Tom Macaulay Is of everything. Lord
llelbourne.
The PurchnHlnK Agent.
A BOLD PROJECT.
biIs
"what
asked
Bobby,
"Dad,"

ie
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ology?"

"(lo ask your mother," replied dad
enrtly. "She spends the most money."
Weekly.

HOW WATER

ACTS.

Uxpanalon and Contraction and
It Solvent Toner.
Water contracts as it falls from the
normal boiling point, 21'J degrees, until It reaches 3!) degrees. Below that
degree It expands, and at 32 degrees,
the freezing point, It will expand
enougb to burst pipes and vessels holding It.
When tbe pressure of tbe air Is below normal, water boils at a lower temperature than 212 degrees. This Is noticed before a rain, when tbe barometer
shows by a falling mercury a decreased air presst'e. This also explains
why water bolls away more rapidly,
quickly or at a lower temperature in
tbe mountains, where the pressure of
tbe air Is less than on the seacoast or
In the valleys. If sugar or salt is added to water the temperature of the
boiling point Is raised a few degrees.
AS a rule, as water Is heated It will
hold a greater amount of a substance
In solution. A familiar exception is
the fact that Ice water will dissolve
twice as much lime as boiling water.
At the other extreme boiling water
will dissolve seventeen times as much
saltpeter as will cold water. But water varies lu Its solvent powers regardless of beat. One pouud of water will
bold two pounds of sugar In solution,
but only two ounces of common gait,
It

Franklneenae.

three months the resin has acquired a
sufficient degree of consistency. It is
gathered in large quantities and packed In goatskins. It wns formerly believed that the trees which yielded
frankincense were Infested by winged
serpents, and the only way to be rid
of them and to get at the treasure. was
by burning gum styrax, an odoriferous balsam of aromatic smell. Frank
incense was forbidden to be used for
embalming, as it was sucred to sacrificial purposes.
The Israelites were
strictly prohibited from compounding
it. Now it is used largely In Roman
Catholic and high church ceremonies.
The Lay ot the Hen,
Investigation of the capacity of bens
to lay eggs results lu the discovery
that tbe egg production of bens decreases considerably after tbe age of
four years, Thus a hen lays at the
age of one year about 20 eggs; at tbe
age of two years, about 120; at the
age of three years, about 135; at the
age of Jour yearsaboutv .115 at. the

vvritin?'l1

double the service

of any other

"

Frankincense is the purest of all Infinished.
cense. It Is a gum resin tfroin an AraNo member may read a newspaper bian terebinth. To obtain this a
deep
in the house. If be bad tbe temerity to Incision is made in the trunk and be
smoke, the sergeant at arms would low It a narrow strip of bark peeled
quickly place blm under lock and key. off. When tbe exudatiou has harden'
Appleton's Magazine.
In about
ed, the Incision Is deepened.
Mexican
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as a

eity in tbe aear future eamnot be atimated.

eyes.

But be did not tell ber so. Indeed,
tbe conversation was for the first mile
'i.iortiy fragmentary. Then
iv
: jit silence while tbe
'Njlng pace over
(

Its importance

Mexico.

Burrows, Esq.,
Her suitor,
laughed heartily.
"Don't you think you'd accept me If
1 got myself made over Into a Christinas curd?" he asked, his eyes twin'
kling.
Nora turned her baelc to bliu.
"Some people are pigs for obstinacy-y- es,
pigs and blinder thau moles Into
the bargain. They never can see when
their room Is bettor than their

.

and hay in Central New
treat commercial railroad

LIMITED
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FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
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for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beau
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"Dear mel How distressing!" Burrows said equably. He had a notion
that he had brought Nora up, and so
knew everything about her. "1 know
whom you meau," he ran on. "It's that
tiresome ninny Jimmy Dnlau. Next
time he comes and tries to wear out
bis welcome you have Hauiwh blow
the born for me,"
Nora laughed in spite of herself.
".Ilmmy lolan Is never tiresome. He
knows tilings to talk about news and
funny tilings and even books. You sit
half the time. When a
man has nothing to talk about, don't
you think he had .better go home'"
"And leave the prettiest little girl in
the county nil by her louesoine? Not
much," Burrows said, reaching toward
bis pipe pocket.
Nora eyed him with fresh disdain.
"You're a regular chimney," she said.
"What is tlie saying about smoking
chimneys?"
"Ob, it goes on to mention scolding
wives!" Burrows Interrupted. He bad
by tills time filled the pipe and was
crowding the tobacco well down In
the bowl, When it was packed to suit
him lie lit It, puffed once or twice,
then stood up, faced the door and
said: "1 shall have the paper with the
birds put on the parlor, Nora, and tbut
I
pink flowered pattern in the balls.
think that's what you said you'd like
best?" pausing with, ills band on the
knob, bis lids downcast, but a veiled
twinkle behind them.
"You know I said no such thing. Jf
you go and buy those taggy green
birds, I'll never set foot in your new
house not while they're on the walls,"
Nora burst out. "And piuk roses In a
ball! Sly heavens! That's just like a
man.
It's uotnhig to me nothiug In
the world but I do bate to see good
money wasted, bo I'm going with you
to town and pick out something decent,"
"I'm obliged to you; so will my wife
be," Burrows said civilly, turning back
to her. He had the look of one pondering a new and strange Idea, but
came out of bis daze quickly and said,
with a good humored smile: "Nora,
I've thought all along you were In fun;
that" after awhile you'd agree with ine;
that you might as well take me." But
today you've shown me better. I don't
deny it hurts to admit it, but then I'm
Ho let's make
not the sort to whine.
u bargain, rigiit here and now you
help me fix my house up so any other
girl will be glad to take ine for It,
uud I'll do my very best to bring Aunt
Itena round about Jimmy Dolan. Jimmy is not Buck a bad sort. The worst
that ctin be said is that there Isn't
much to him. That won't matter iu
the least seeing he has money enough
to insure rations for two. You any
girl might do a lot worse than to take
him."
"Why, you've said many a ime the
reason he was no worse was that be
badn't sense enough," Nora broke In.
Burrows gave her a quick look, but
went on steadily; "Maybe I did; but,
then, you must allow something for
'
I was Jealous of Jimmy, but
Jealousy.
I am not any more. The case stands
Just thus: You won't have me, not for
anything I can say or do or be, and a
wife I'm bound to have. It's dead
lonesome living on a big place In a new
house all by yourself. But I have got
to get out of living by myself, and you
must help me. Women know each otb- er as men never can. Tomorrow, morning I'll , come over bright and early,
and as we drive to town you can tell
me who Is wortb having and where Is
my best chance."
Nora stared at him bard. In all her
f
life Burrows bad never made
so long a speecb to her. After be went
she was quiet for a full hour. She bad
teased and tyrannized over and flouted
blm so long, bo merrily, It gave her a
start to think the occupation was soon
to be definitely gone. By way of getting over tbe shock she ran to ber
room and spent the Interval before
supper In trying on ber prettiest frocks
and combing ber hair three ways. She
wound up by choosing a blue linen,
two years old, yet Burrowav especial
admiration. She also decided to wear
ber hair loosely waved about ber face.
Burrows had said It was a sin to
Strain It back in a set pompadour.
Naturally when sbe stepped luto bis
buggy she was a vision of delight at
e
least to his unwordly yet rather

sev-er- al

er Mill, capacity 150 btrrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen it the largest shipping point

deep.

s,

;

Club; a population of 1,500 people;
large mercantile establishments ; the 3elen Patent Roll-

"I can't hcntr you! I won't, I won't,
wmit! Auywuy, I wouldn't have you
if you were made of diamonds and
white sugar!" Nora cried saucily, sticking her Humors in her ears, but not very
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The Scheme
Which Malet Nearly
Captured I'aria la lfU'i.
A bold scheme was that engineered
Malet bad
by Mulet, a Frenchman.
been a republican geueral, was ruined
by the rise of Napoleon, betook himself
to plotting, was arrested aud finally
put In a madhouse. During the era
peror's absence In Russia In 1812 Ma
let escaped one night from his prison
obtained a general's uniform nud with
an accomplice dressed as an
camp made his way to the prison of
La Force, where the unsuspecting gov
ernor released on his command two
other
Generals Laborle
and Ouldal, prisoners on a like charge
to bis own. Together they proceeded
to a neighboring barracks, announced
to the commandant that Napoleon was
dead and that they were acting by the
decree of the senate, ordered the troops
to be paraded aud dispatched bodies of
men upon various duties. Some ar
rested Savary, the minister of police;
others the police prefect. Another battalion seized the Hotel de Vllle. Everybody obeyed Malet Implicitly, even
the prefect of the Seine, and be would
undoubtedly have gained possession of
Paris had he not been recognized by
Laborde, chief of the military police,
as an escaped prisoner. He was arrested after a scuffle, the plot was unraveled, and lu due course Malet, with
twenty-threof his abettors, was shot.
aid-d- e

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grades of printing and binding caters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU HND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORI
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAY
TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY ?HEKX SAY.

e

PRICE-LIS-

VALUE OF OLIVE OIL.
It

I

Good UK her Tnken Internally

or I el Externally,
Various forms and kinds of oils form
a large stone lu tbe foundation of
beauty culture. Only . the thoughtful
observer realizes their Importance and
that they were indispensable to the
the Greeks aud
belles of old time--to
Romans and eastern beauties of ancient days.
Olive oil was the most luxurious, as
well as the most common. It was tak
en Internally aud externally; they rubbed with It, bathed in It, drank it and
used It In a hundred ways. Olive oil Is
still olive oil, though not so many people recognize its value except as an ingredient of salad dressing.
It Is excellent for the digestion and
Uiay be taken lu doses of from oue to
nine or more teaspoon fills a day. Some
people find it is distasteful taken clear.
In that (Jose It may be disguised In
wine or lemonade or some pleasant
drink, which of itself should agree wltb
tbe individual's system.
Olive oil is a good flesh builder. If
rubbed Into the skin, it not only accomplishes this with faithful applications,
but makes the skin soft and velvety.
Being a vegetable oil, It has absolutely
uo tendency to stimulate a growth of
hair.
Olive oil Is used lu a hundred other
ways, but the sum of Its virtues lies
simply In this it is gentle lu its action,
soothing, nourishing and strengthening,

T

Stamp, not over 2j inches long
....II
Each additional lire on tame stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not ever 3 J inchei long. .tOe
Each additional line on tame (tamp, lis. . . . . . .
One-linStamp, over 3 and not over i imch loaf. . . .tS
Each additional line on same utamp, SOe.
One-lin- e
I
Stamp, over 5 inches lonr, pei inch
Each additional line, earns priea.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two linea.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, tie eitr
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch U she, wa ebarg:
Where type used is over one-hinch oi fraetioa.
for one line for each one-ba-lf
DATES, ETC.
liOcal Dater, any town and date for ten years
It M
60e
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in inch
Regular line Dater
tit
Defiance or Mode! Band Dater
1.I0
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wco4 Cat, 1 0
Pearl Check Protector . .
!M
SELF INKING STAMF PADS.
Hit!, 10c; tx3, He; Ji3J, tic; gi4J, e; Hxi, 0e;
One-lin- e
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The Itcland Pharmacy Cold Ctite

CURE
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BUTCHERS

!

BODIES OF VICTIMS
FOUND IN RUINS

PECOS VALLEY IS
FROM ESTANCIATOWILLARD
VERY PROSPEROUS
VIOLIN RECITAL

(Continued from Page Four)

Musical Symposium of Composers of Clarence Ullery, Prominent Business
Man of Roswell and Large Land
All Nations By Talei.bd Soloists

District Count Clerk A. M. Bergere
who went to Albuquerque yesterday
to see Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna,

1907.

Pharmacy

MISS BEAN'S

Personal Mention.

29,

INLAND

WILL DO IT.

COLD!

BAES,

I I HP

ot

White Pine Cotigh Syvup

THAT

GIQCCS,

m mm mr

JANUARY

Firemen Who Perished in Buffalo
Conflagration Included Lieutenant
and Two Pipemen.
The body
Buffalo, N. Y Jan. 29
of Stephen J. Meegan, one of the
three firemen who were caught by
falling walls in yesterday's fire was
found early today In the ruins. The
body, which had heen frozen solidly
onto the debris, was badly crushed
and battered.
Later, during the 'day the bodies
of Lieutenant James Naughton and
Pipeman John J, Hlnkey were also
firemen
recovered. All the
are now accounted for.

(Continued from Page 1.)

Owner Talks Interestingly.
that other precincts of the County of
Clarence Uullery, president of the Torrance are more thickly settled.
New Mexico Funeral Directors' Assothe county with the
It was a happy thought to contrast ciation, which was in session in the Every precinctln
returned home on the noon train.
of two have expressed the
exception
Suneilntendent B. B. Custer of the composers of different nationalities Capital yesterday, is a well known
urgent desire almost solidly that the
United States Indian Training School upon the program of the violin recital citizen and business man of Roswell. county seat be established at the town
in
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L.
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Bean,
arrived
Is
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Virginia
at Albuquerque,
today
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of Wlllard.
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music Pecos Valley.
evening before an audience
Charles E. Dagnette, supervisor
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demand is justified by the
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No. 250 San Francisco Street.
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New Mexican reporter yesterday
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arrived in the city and superbly played piano solos by Mrs. sented to do a little "boosting," his pet
is less than a year
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though
has taken a position at the Coronado Bean, the splendid singing of Miss hobby when the Pecos Valley Is conand a half old it Is favored with rail
Restaurant, as cook. The new em- Emllie A. Walter and the sympathetic cerned.
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Outlook is Bright.
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every
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Silver G7
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price.
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she is on the high road to recovery. melody poured forth came from the
Southern Pacific 92.
Blue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents.
"As regards the Pecos district genDried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
for which
She is somewhat weak but will be all depth of It. Criticism Is silenced In erally, there is plenty of money in The new depot, the contract
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111
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right
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cents.
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Pacific Coast and here I may say that
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for 25 cents.
have been reliably Informed that
Max Nordhaus of East Las Vegas, Swan," a brief but stately tonal poem
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stay. There Is plenty of avail1
SUNBURST.
pound of California Figs, cooking, vice president and general manager In striking contrast though similar In able land
at reasonable prices In the connections are now being built with
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LIVE STOCK.
ness affairs here yesterday, returned has been the rapture of musicians improving their claims.
tivity will pass through Wlllard.
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dates for 25 cents.
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Maxwell Land Grant, who spent yes- ence and the measure of applause It
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